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ABSTRACT 

People are developing various technologies, using laws of physics behind 

real-world phenomena. This process is continuous and is presently getting faster 

and more intensive. Achieved technological advances affect all areas of every 

day’s life, including the field of education. Contemporary society requires more 

complex tools providing more accessible and effective educational methods. 

Information and communication technologies offer many tools to meet the 

requirements on which rest teaching and learning, especially in natural sciences 

and engineering fields. Studying these fields is based on real experimental work 

in laboratories with specific equipment and devices for a better understanding 

the given phenomenon. This form of study, when the user must regularly attend 

laboratories to perform necessary measurements, is not always acceptable for 

many reasons. Most of laboratories cannot provide a wide range of the real 

experiments, where expensive devices, needed for the elucidating and analysis 

of desired phenomena, are involved. Development in this direction of these 

requirements led to the design and implementation of the concept of the remote 

laboratories to deliver physical experiments via the Internet. The connected 

users are provided with the different tools as, for example, corresponding theory 

of the studied phenomenon. In our case, the concept is called Intelligent School 

Experimental System (ISES) operated as an open system platform. 

The doctoral thesis focuses on the design and implementation of software 

components related to the ISES Measureserver, finite-state machine in principle 

that is a core unit of this platform. The activities within the thesis are aimed at 

five tasks, defined as the goals of the thesis. These goals were solved as the 

independent project works, integrating progressive concepts, approaches and 

technologies, which bring new features contributing to better teaching outcomes, 

reliability and maintenance of the ISES remote laboratories. 

Keywords: REMLABNET; RLMS; ISES; Measureserver; remote laboratory; 

data archiving; advanced diagnostics; embedded simulation. 
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ABSTRAKT 

Lidé vyvíjejí různé technologie využívající fyzikálních zákonů, které popisují 

přírodní jevy. Tento vývoj je kontinuální a je v současné době rychlejší a 

intenzivnější. Dosažený technologický pokrok ovlivňuje všechny oblasti 

každodenního života zahrnující i oblast vzdělávání. Současná společnost 

požaduje složitější nástroje poskytující dostupnější a efektivnější vzdělávací 

metody. Informační a komunikační technologie nabízejí mnoho nástrojů 

vyhovující požadavkům pro podporu výuky a studia, obzvláště v oblasti 

přírodních věd a techniky. Studium těchto oborů je založeno na reálné 

experimentální práci v laboratořích se specifickým vybavením a zařízeními pro 

lepší pochopení daných jevů. Tato forma studia, kdy uživatel musí pravidelně 

navštěvovat laboratoře, aby vykonal nezbytná měření, již není akceptována z 

mnoha důvodů. Většina laboratoří nemůže poskytnout široký rozsah reálných 

experimentů, kde jsou k dispozici drahá zařízení pro objasnění a analýzu 

požadovaných jevů. Vývoj směrem k těmto požadavkům vedl k návrhu a 

realizaci konceptu vzdálených laboratoří s cílem poskytnout fyzikální 

experimenty přes Internet. Připojeným uživatelům jsou poskytnuty rozdílné 

nástroje, jako je například odpovídající teorie ke studovanému jevu. V našem 

případě je koncept nazván Inteligentní školní experimentální systém (ISES) 

běžící jako otevřená systémová platforma. 

Tato doktorská práce se zaměřuje na návrh a implementaci softwarových 

komponent související s jednotkou Measureserver ISES, v podstatě s konečným 

stavovým automatem, jenž je hlavní jednotkou této platformy. Aktivity v této 

práci jsou zaměřeny na pět úkolů, které jsou definovány jako cíle této disertace. 

Tyto cíle byly řešeny jako nezávislé projektové práce, integrující progresivní 

koncepty, přístupy a technologie, které přinášejí nové funkce k dosažení lepších 

výsledků ve výuce, spolehlivosti a údržbě vzdálených laboratoří ISES. 

Klíčová slova: REMLABNET; RLMS; ISES; Measureserver; vzdálená 

laboratoř; zálohování dat; pokročilá diagnostika; vestavěná simulace. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The Information and Communication Technology (ICT) today has enabled 

fast and rich ways of exchanging information among people from different 

domains with a variety of applications. One such application is the remote 

laboratory (RL), which are web-based interactive systems giving clients the 

ability to control and observe the characteristics and processes of remote 

equipment through the Internet anytime and anywhere. Teaching Science, 

Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) is seen at schools and 

universities as an effective way of growing interest in science related fields. 

Such education needs practical hands on experience in combination with 

theoretical knowledge of STEM concepts. Practical experience is acquired by 

controlling, observing and recording of facts coming from different equipment 

setups and operational environments. 

1.1 Remote laboratories 

The RLs can provide access to resources, which are otherwise inaccessible to 

users, denoted as clients. Typically, all that is required is a web browser and an 

Internet connection to enable rich educational possibilities. A number of 

collaborative projects have integrated physical experiments under a common 

infrastructure. Aims of these efforts typically include simple access by clients 

and the support of collaboration among connected clients. Research has mainly 

focused on the integration of the RLs into higher education, predominantly 

undergraduate courses, because of a large number of clients (scientists) and 

predefined sets of common experiments. 

The RLs traditionally consist of two parts, the server and the client, as 

illustrated in Figure 1. The client’s side is used by a client engaging the RL and 

learning from the use of it. The server side provides the experiment rig (physical 

hardware), as well as the environment responsible for designing, constructing 

and maintaining the RL that also provides accompanying teaching and materials. 

Remote Laboratory Management System (RLMS) serves for the function of 

components and interfaces of the whole system forming the RL. Typical RLMS 

architecture comprises following functional units [1]: 

1. Scheduling, 

2. Rig operations, 

3. Transport layer, 
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4. Experiment user interface, 

5. Multimedia tools and experimental data, 

6. Accepting and processing user requests, 

7. Storing and maintaining user details. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.2 Remote laboratories globally 

Plenty of RLMS systems covering a broad range of the RLs have been 

designed and deployed worldwide. Historically, the first two RLs have occurred 

in Slovakia, nearly simultaneously: 

1. In the field of automatic control in the Department of Automatic Control, 

Faculty of Electrical Engineering of the Slovak University of Technology 

in Bratislava, that has been developed by the research team of Prof. 

Mikuláš Huba in 2007 [2][3], 

2. In the field of “Electrochemical cell” in 2008, in the workplace of the 

Department of Physics, Faculty of Education in the University of Trnava 

in Trnava, has been developed by team of Prof. František Schauer and 

Assoc. Prof. Miroslava Ožvoldová [4][5]. 

Some of the largest and most widely used RLMSs are platforms constituted as 

the iLab [6][7], SAHARA [8], VISIR [9] and WebLab-Deusto [10]. 

The iLab has disposable three-layer architecture called the iLab Shared 

Architecture. Users connect with a service broker server, which in turn makes a 

 
Figure 1 Typical scheme of the RLMS architecture 
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connection with the actual laboratory server. The system architecture heavily 

rests on web services [11]. The iLab has also been used to implement extensions 

such as iLab-MIT-Africa [12] in African countries and some universities in 

Australia. Experiments in the iLab have been categorized into three different 

delivery methods: batched, interactive and sensor. The iLab is based on the 

Microsoft platforms including the Visual C#, .NET framework tools and 

Microsoft SQL Server. This makes the system very platform dependent, 

consequently it is difficult to implement on open source platforms. Recent 

attempts are being made to re-implement the ISA in the Java environment for 

the purpose of making it platform independent. 

The SAHARA originally followed a client-server architecture, where all 

experiments were hosted at the UTS laboratories, and accessed upon request by 

remote users. In this design, the lists of experiments are stored by the central 

server, which is also responsible for other operational aspects including running 

the RL, scheduling, and operating the rig. Recent developments have moved 

towards grid architecture, but mostly within partner institutions. 

The VISIR implementations also follow client server architecture, where the 

complete experiment lists are stored in centralized databases along with user 

details, and connection to the same server is used for booking and operating the 

experiment. Both iLab and VISIR use the LabVIEW as the main platform and 

language to compile controlling programs to run RLs. 

The next RL is WebLab-Deusto that has been developed at University of 

Duesto, Bilbao in Spain [13] and [14]. This system platform uses the client-

server mechanism utilizing mostly time reservation with priority queuing based 

scheduling, although the nature of scheduling may change if connecting to other 

systems. Within this system, there is a wide variety of experiments ranging from 

basics of physics to Field Programmable Gate Array however the main focus is 

on electronics and electrical experiments. 

In 2011, the project LiLa was started as a collaborative venture between 

several RL installations throughout Europe. Many virtual laboratories and RLs 

were effectively shared by partner institutions through a Learning Management 

Systems (LMS) and the LiLa Internet Portal. The learning aspects of the LiLa 

were managed by using SCORM, a learning object creation and management 

tool [15]. Actual operating and related costs of the laboratories however were 

still covered by the participating universities. 
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Finally listed RLs in brief, the RemoteElectlab [16] has been developed at 

University of Porto, Portugal targeting mechanical, physics electronics and 

meteorological experiments. The eMersion and SMARTLAB have been used at 

Technical University in Lausanne, Switzerland that uses the Graasp social media 

platform [17]. This system is also intended for higher education users in the 

fields of control theory, physics and others. The most widely used RLs with 

their basic attributes and functions are listed in Table 1. 

Table 1 Comparison between the most widely used remote laboratories 

worldwide to see their main similarities and differences 
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2. ISES HANDS-ON LABORATORIES, 

STATE OF THE ART 

The Intelligent School Experimental System (ISES) is established as the 

advanced experimental tool for school laboratories and building of hands-on 

laboratory with the real-time operation, data acquisition, data processing, 

experimental hardware controlling, visualizing and analyzing. This system has 

been designed and developed by Assoc. Prof. Dr. František Lustig in 1992, and 

its development still continues [18]. There are registered 500 installations of this 

experimental tool at Czech and Slovak schools. 

The ISES hands-on laboratory is an open system platform consisting of the 

ISES physical hardware (HW) and ISES WIN software components. It provides 

the processing of measured data, for example the integration, differentiation, 

approximation and fitting. The data transfer to plotting environments (preset 

various charts and data tables) is straightforward. 

The physical HW is composed of the computer interface card PCI ADDA 

(Analog to Digital/Digital to Analog) 12-bit convertor, time of the conversion is 

0.01 ms, the ISES control board and a set of the sensors (for physics, chemistry 

and biology). The system offers the possibility of simultaneous measuring and 

data displaying for 8 input channels and process control via 2 analogue and 2 

binary output channels. The analogue outputs channels work as programmable 

voltage sources (DC, AC with eight kinds of default signals, manual controlling 

or user defined signals). Maximum sampling frequency is 100 kHz that enables 

studying of sounds or other high periodicity signals. 

The ISES is supplied with a set of meters, sensors and devices (volt-meter, 

ampere-meter, capacity-meter, thermometer, ohmmeter, anemometer, force 

meter, heart frequency meter, simple position sensor, microphone, loudspeaker, 

relay, light gate, current booster, electromagnet valve for liquids, etc.). These 

specific sensors (modules) are easily interchangeable, the computer, senses their 

presence and adjusted range. 

There is possible to study voltage, current, capacitance, resistivity, mass and 

force, pressure in liquids, etc. In chemistry, it is allowed to analyze the acidity, 

exothermic and endothermic reactions, titration and many other processes. 

Biology users can measure, for example, some periphery blood vessel system 
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functions. The complete set of the physical modules, including the ISES WIN 

software displayed on the screen, is illustrated in Figure 2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2 ISES physical hardware and software 

components; the PCI ADDA interface card,  

the set of meters, sensors and device 
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3. ISES REMOTE LABORATORIES, 

STATE OF THE ART 

The ISES remote laboratories have come into existence as the next step of the 

ISES hands-on laboratories. The ISES physical hardware is unique as it 

possesses, as the only school experimental system in world, both inputs and 

outputs, which is a prerequisite for building RLs controlled by clients. Each RL 

offers a software solution for controlling the physical HW, and the client does 

not need any special program to be installed, and uses the standard web services 

(communication protocols and ports, web browsers, etc.) via the Internet. The 

RLs have been designed and implemented, using the ISES WEB Control Kit in 

2002 by the development team at Charles University in Prague led by Assoc. 

Prof. Dr. František Lustig. Since 2014 RLs have been significantly improved 

both in Prague and later at Tomas Bata University in Zlín [19][20][21]. The 

improvement, related to the ISES Measureserver (MS) that is the basic unit of 

every RL, working as a finite-state machine (FSM), is subject of this doctoral 

thesis. Because of the implemented substantial improvements of the ISES MS, 

we will call this new type as ISES Intelligent Measureserver unit. 

3.1 ISES remote laboratory history and basic working scheme 

The starting version of the ISES RLs has been developed at Charles 

University in Prague led by Assoc. Prof. Dr. František Lustig in 2002. The 

software components have been programmed by MSc. Jiří Dvořák. It has been 

since constantly improved both at Charles University in Prague and Tomas Bata 

University in Zlín implementing features for the new user environment, Easy 

Remote Laboratory (ER-L), to simplify a process of the designing, building and 

maintaining RLs by a laymen. The ER-L also provides the RLs data archiving, 

MS diagnostics and embedding the simulations. 

The ISES RL concept consists of five integral units as the HW 1) physical 

components (ADDA signal converter, ISES control board, physical modules 

categorized as meters, sensors, probes and specific devices), and units as the 

software 2) Measureserver, 3) Imageserver, 4) Webserver and 5) Webclient. 

More technical details and applications are available in [22][23][24]. 

All the built ISES RLs were recently integrated into Remote Laboratory 

Management System (RLMS) called REMLABNET. 
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3.1.1 ISES remote laboratory units 

The ISES RL concept is based on the autonomous hardware and software 

exploited for the monitoring, controlling and processing to deliver real 

experiments residing in laboratories to connected clients for their educational 

purposes. The following subsection deals with a description of these units. 

Physical hardware and software 

The physical HW serves the standard ISES system. It is a modular platform 

based on three basic components. As the first component, it is a set of the 

physical modules like meters, sensors and devices (mentioned in Chapter 2), 

which are used for physics, biology, chemistry and electro-engineering. The 

physical modules are wired to the ISES control board involved as the second 

component. It transfers signals to the PCI ADDA convertor (interface card), as 

to the last component. The interface card is installed inside a computer to gather 

and process measured data or to set controlling devices attached to the rig. The 

software part constitutes the interface card drivers for the commutation and 

measurement. As the example, the physical components, which represent the 

ISES RL “Sound laboratory”, are shown in Figure 3. There are installed and 

running the sound generator, voltage source, relay board, control board with 

computer, and apparatus with speaker and two microphones. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3 Example of the ISES RL “Sound laboratory” including the sound 

generator, voltage source, relay board, control board, computer,  

and apparatus with speaker and two microphones 
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Informatics hardware and software 

The informatics HW serves a personal computer/notebook and network 

infrastructure to access the RL to connected clients. The software component 

part constitutes the specific units to ensure the ISES RL online. 

Measureserver unit 

The MS is a significant software component of the ISES RL concept. It is the 

processing and communication server located between the physical HW (rig) 

and remote clients. The MS core is designed as a deterministic finite-state 

machine to setup and perform all the logical and maintaining instructions for 

solving the prescribed activities. Its functioning is controlled by the concise 

program script (psc) file loaded before the unit operation. 

With respect to the physical HW, the MS in reality communicates with the 

PCI ADDA interface card. This is the entirely digital process based on the direct 

reading of data (real values) from particular pins of the physical sensors and 

modules, writing data to respective pins, which are translated by the ADDA 

signal converter. These data pins are both inputs and outputs located on the 

control board allowing the access to both physical modules (meters, sensors and 

devices) and providing signals for controlling of experiments. 

Instructions (specific commands), coming from a remote client, are processed 

by the listening MS (receiving service requests from connected clients through 

preset port). The communication is realized by standard protocols via the 

Internet. Some commands go via the MS translator to the REMLABNET where 

clients can exploit additional services like the acquirement of measured data and 

analysis from previously performed RLs in its database (data warehouse). 

All the commands (given by psc file) are processed in MS a deterministic way 

by two different parsers. The first is called the LR(1) parser that processes 

commands from the configuration file for the purpose of the graphical user 

interface settings. This parser is based on static state transition tables (parsing 

tables), which codify a given language grammar. These parsing tables are 

parameterized together with a lookahead terminal that establishes the maximum 

tokens, the parser can use to decide, which rule it should use. 

The second is the Recursive descent parser that processes commands coming 

from the psc file to create defined data structures and logic schemes for the RL. 
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It uses a general form of top-down parsing where backtracking may be involved. 

The parsing algorithm is based on the walking through a tree. 

The MS uses for its operation several plugins providing logical schemes, 

mathematical functions and communication services essential to design and 

construct arbitrary RLs. The graphical user interface with its options to set the 

client’s access, connection, expiration and logging is shown in Figure 4. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Imageserver unit 

The Imageserver unit transports image information to connected clients. This 

unit periodically stores snaps (stream) acquired by the webcam, which are then 

directly displayed by a special object to the client’s screen. It stores the image in 

two sizes to ensure large and small resolution depending on the Internet speed 

rate. If the camera is equipped with controls of position and zoom, the 

Imageserver is able to respond to client’s requests and there is available to move  

 

 

 
Figure 4 Graphical user interface of the MS unit to provide  

the clients’ access, connections, expirations and logging 
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the camera directions to have better view of the rig. An example presenting the 

structure of the Imageserver with its camera is shown in Figure 5. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Webserver unit 

The Webserver unit provides the web (Nginx) services when client enters a 

web page of the ISES RL via the REMLABNET platform. The Nginx is an open 

source reverse proxy server for TCP, UDP, HTTP, HTTPS, SMTP, POP3 and 

IMAP protocols, as well as an HTTP cache and a load balancer. A scheme 

showing the Nginx deployed in the RL structure is presented in Figure 6. 

 

 
Figure 5 Diagram of the Imageserver functionality including  

the camera device and file system to distribute the video 
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Webclient unit 

The Webclient unit represents web pages accessible via the Internet allowing 

clients to work with the RLs. It was designed for two separate websites, for 

classic PCs and mobile devices (mobile phones and tablets). The web page 

recognizes what device is connecting and chooses appropriate version of the 

page to display. Since the mobile version is designed separately, it is completely 

optimized for the mobile devices. The graphical elements are reduced for using 

smaller volume of transferred data and a faster page loading in mobile devices. 

The web pages content is independent, providing different information for both 

versions. The example of client’s web page of the RL “Transients in RLC 

circuits” displayed on the PC screen is shown in Figure 7. 

 
Figure 6 Structure of the ISES RL components including the Webserver unit  

represented by the Nginx reverse proxy server to provide web services 
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Web pages produced by the first version of the ER-L were optimized for a 

wide screen. As controlling elements, the JavaScript widgets are used to handle 

the RLs. Each element is designed as a stand-alone library and added to the web 

page like a building block. This kind of the page can be easily transformed for 

individual RLs. For data displaying widgets like a graph, the value display and 

data record standard pre-programed widgets are used. The experiment is 

controlled by widgets like a button and slider. Connected clients are able to 

watch a live video stream coming from the experiment's web camera that is 

provided by the unique JavaScript function. 

3.1.2 ISES finite-state machine 

Let us describe in more detail the functioning of the RL software. The FSM is 

a mathematical model of the computation used to design both computer 

programs and sequential logic circuits. It is conceived as an abstract machine 

that can be in one of a finite number of states. The machine is in only one state 

at a time, the actual state at any given time is called the current state. It can 

 
Figure 7 Example of the web page of the ISES RL “Transients in RLC circuits” 
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change from one state to another when initiated by a triggering event or 

condition, which is called a transition. The FSM is defined by a list of its states, 

its initial state, and the triggering condition for each transition [25]. 

The FSM, implemented inside the MS unit to process particular commands 

constructing the RL behavior and logic, uses two different types of functional 

concepts deployed as the parsers for specific reasons. The first concept is called 

LR(1) parser and the second one is Recursive descent parser, which are both 

described in the theoretical part of this doctoral thesis. 

3.2 ISES Measureserver unit and its communication 

The MS is very important component of every ISES RL. This unit takes care 

for the communication between the rig (physical HW represented by the ISES 

control board and its used meters, sensors and devices) and connected clients. 

Many techniques, responsible for the transportation of measured data from the 

rig’s physical modules to respective web pages and back, are utilized. As 

mentioned, the communication is bidirectional, from the rig’s side to the client 

to obtain measured data and back from the client to the rig to send control 

commands. When the client starts communicating, the generated analog signal 

goes to the PCI ADDA interface card to convert it to the digital form. After the 

conversion, the digital signal is transported to the MS by its plugins to gather, 

filter and distributes the measured data to clients by the Internet protocol suite 

called TCP/IP (Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol). 

The Internet protocol suite provides end-to-end data communication 

specifying how data should be packetized, addressed, transmitted, routed and 

received. This functionality is organized into four abstraction layers, which are 

used to sort all related protocols according to the scope of networking involved. 

From lowest to highest, the layers are the link layer, containing communication 

methods for data that remains within a single network segment; the Internet 

layer, connecting independent networks, thus providing internetworking; the 

transport layer handling host-to-host communication; and the application layer, 

which provides process-to-process data exchange for applications [26][27]. Just 

to shortly mention, the internetworking is the practice of connecting a computer 

network with other networks through the use of gateways, which provide a 

common method of routing information packets between the networks. 
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As described, the MS sends measured data to the client’s web page that is 

designed for the control, visualization and analysis of studied phenomena. These 

activities are managed by specific modules underlying on the web page. Some 

of them are deployed for the communication with the MS unit. 

The first generation of RLs was based on the modules called Java applets 

(small application that is written in Java). However, after some time, the Java 

applets began to be restricted due to security issues (by the Oracle provider). 

Users now have to confirm running Java applets with warning about possible 

security risk. This technology basically became unusable for the interfaces of 

client-side web users in all applications. Moreover, the support of Java applets in 

contemporary tablets, smartphones and similar devices was mostly lacking. 

Hence, the development moved to the JavaScript objects (high-level, dynamic, 

untyped and interpreted programming language) to create user interfaces and 

communication. They are built with a new software kit called ISES SDK 

Remote Lab in Prague laboratory [28]. Philosophy of this new kit is the same as 

in case of Java applet version ISES WEB Control. 

The RLs are accessible via Internet browsers supporting JavaScript and 

preferably the WebSocket connection. These are considered almost standard 

features of all modern browsers in most devices [29]. 

The WebSocket is a computer communications protocol providing full-duplex 

communication channels over a single TCP connection. The WebSocket is 

designed to be implemented in web browsers and web servers but it can be used 

by any client or server application. It is an independent TCP-based protocol 

having relationship to HTTP only that its handshake is interpreted by HTTP 

servers as an Upgrade request. The WebSocket protocol makes more interaction 

between a browser and web server possible, facilitating the real-time data 

transfer from and to the server. This is made possible by providing a 

standardized way for the server to send content to the browser without being 

solicited by the client and allowing for messages to be passed back and forth 

while keeping the connection open. In this way, a two-way (bi-directional) 

ongoing conversation can take place between the server and remote browser. 

The communications are done over the port number 80 that is a benefit for those 

environments, which block non-web Internet connections using a firewall. 
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3.3 Working scheme of ISES Measureserver unit 

The ISES MS, as the core software unit, is consisted of several internal and 

external modules, which are essential for the RL control and monitoring, data 

gathering and processing to provide results to connected clients. The schematic 

overview illustrating typical components is shown in Figure 8. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Configuration module 

The first internal module is called CFG (configuration) intended for the initial 

setup of the MS behavior and the graphical user interface. During the unit 

startup phase, the CFG sets all the parameters needed for a proper operation. 

There is configured a client’s access to the system, client’s connection and 

expiration. It also includes a setup for the measured data logging and creation of 

the references to external components (psc files and underlying plugins). The 

CFG is drawn to read/write all the values of the parameters from/to a text file. 

The LR(1) parser is involved to parse this text file and to assign these values to 

internal structure for a consequent use. An example of the text file generated, 

loaded and parsed by the CFG is shown in Figure 9. 

 

 
Figure 8 Scheme of the internal and external modules constituting the MS unit 

that mediates the connection between the rig and remote clients 
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Data logging module 

The second internal module is called LOG (data log) that is responsible for 

the optional logging of used pins (located on the ISES control board) to files or 

memory. It allows setting two ways of the data logging as follows: 

 Long term log - This log stores data with the period in seconds or minutes 

for long-term monitoring such as temperature. The logged data are stored 

to files on a disk and they can survive (unless the setup log indicates that 

the startup erases them) when the MS restarts or exits. Each file has a 

place for 5000000 records (about 40 megabytes) and after filling the MS 

starts overwriting the oldest values in the file. 

 Short log - This alternative stores data with a frequency of tens of Hz and 

limited length. The logged data are stored to an operational memory only, 

and upon the MS termination, all the accumulated data are permanently 

deleted. When using JavaScript widgets to manipulate with data from the 

short-term log, the fast log pins must be turned on first. 

 
Figure 9 Example of the configuration file, containing the parameters  

for the initial setup of the MS unit and graphical user interface,  

parsed and processed by the CFG module during its startup 
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The LOG setup (logging options and respective parameters) is available for 

administrators in the MS Log config panel as presented in Figure 10. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Furthermore, the LOG has a feature to log users’ interventions exploitable for 

an analysis by the RL designers to optimize their experiments and for persons 

who are interested in the field of pedagogy. Such the users’ log is listed in 

Figure 11 showing continuous interventions in the text file. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 10 Log config panel to set the  

long term and short data log 

 
Figure 11 Users’ log file containing the timestamped records  

about interventions performed by the clients 
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Graphical user interface module 

The third module is called GUI (graphical user interface) also determined for 

the RL designers and administrators to easily configure the MS throughout its 

operational life. The GUI allows the setup of the MS functioning, connected 

client and plugins. It provides a set of the dialog boxes with input/output 

parameters. Each attached plugin has its own set of parameters; hence the GUI is 

partially dynamic according the RL’s rig configuration. There are covered many 

various parameters, which can be optionally set. The suitable example is shown 

in Figure 12 with the two dialog boxes to configure plugins. The upper dialog 

box offers entering the plugin card index. The lower one represents the Config 

dialog box used for entering the psc control program. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

External modules 

The remaining modules are called ldp plugins, which are external by reason 

of their specific deployment according to types of the signal converters and rigs. 

 
Figure 12 Dialog boxes allowing the setup of used plugins in the GUI module; the 

first (upper) enables to set the Card index of the ADDA interface card,  the second 

(lower) requires entering the Config file (psc control program) and Plugin config 

(reference to the interface card) to communicate with the ISES control board 
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They have the file extension .ldp (dynamic-link library file) to distinguish them 

as the plugins providing a fixed set of functions for various purposes like 

mathematical operations, values remapping and clamping. The most frequently 

used plugin is the ScriptablePlugin2.ldp, and the PCI1202CardPlugin.ldp that 

underlies at the lowest layer communicating with the converter. 

The ScriptablePlugin2.ldp plugin is the strongest and the most difficult of the 

available plugins. There is possible to achieve with this plugin the equivalent 

functionality of almost any of the other plugins with an exception of those, 

which control the specific hardware components. Moreover, there is possible to 

reach some of the activities, which older plugins cannot perform as is the 

generation of more complex signals or high-speed experiments. The principle of 

its operation is based on the psc control program allowing the operations for 

individual pins located on the ISES control board. 

The PCI1202CardPlugin.ldp plugin is used to control the PCI-1202 ADDA 

interface card. The plugin allows selecting the interface card if a computer has 

more such the cards by entering the Card index number. This interface card 

serves the following input and output pins of the ISES control board: 

 Input pins - For example, the pin “Write D/A 1” allows writing a 12-bit 

value to the analog output of the interface card. The pin “Write D 1” 

allows an entry into the 16-bit digital output. 

 Output pins - For example, the pin “Read A/D 1” can read a 12-bit analog 

input from the card. The pin “Read D 1” reads a16-bit digital input. 

The scheme presenting the ldp plugins frequently used for the MS, related to 

their communication relationships, is shown in Figure 13. 

The further plugins used for various purposes are roughly introduced in the 

following bullets to present a wide spectrum of the external modules: 

1. ISESCardPlugin.ldp - The plugin controls the standard interface card that 

is not supported under Windows NT series. 

2. ISESProCardPlugin.ldp - The plugin controls the professional interface 

card that is not supported under Windows NT series. 

3. TestingDevicePlugin.ldp - This plugin acts as a repository of values that 

can be used by clients or other plugins to store experiment states. 
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4. MixingPlugin.ldp - Some plugins exploit another plugin for operating. 

This specific plugin allows such the plugins to use further plugins in that 

it exports their pins, as if they belong to the mixing plugin and it passes 

data into plugin, to which appropriate pins underlie. 

5. ConfLogicPlugin.ldp - Main features of this plugin are focused on the 

implementation of the experiments logic of the server side. In principle, it 

is a set of rules describing how to get a value from the output pin or what 

to do depending on the value written to the input pin. 

Control program 

The psc control program is stored in a file with the extension psc that contains 

the complete logic according to which the RL operates. There is also the section 

loading single devices (pins), which are associated with specific widgets (small 

functional objects) placed on client’s web pages. This file is coded in a script 

whose syntax is similar to the C language. The psc control program is described 

in the next chapters related to other issues. A snippet of the coded experiment 

containing the body of its logic is shown in Figure 14. 

 

 
Figure 13 Scheme of the ldp plugins used with the MS related  

to their intercommunication and characterization 
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3.4 Easy Remote Laboratory expert system tool 

The ER-L is a new user environment exploited to simplify a process of the 

designing, building and maintaining the RLs by laymen. The expert system tool 

has been developed since 2012 at Tomas Bata University in Zlín by Michal 

Krbeček, Ph.D. student. The environment was first based on the Java applets. 

However, when the Oracle Company started restricting the Java applets usage 

because of security risks, and the web browsers started prohibiting their 

displaying on web pages, then a new version of the ER-L environment has been 

created since 2014. The new version is based on the JavaScript objects used as 

 
Figure 14 Snippet of the experiment “Sine generator” included in the psc 

file; the section “state” is started once, the subsection “step” calculates  

the sine in a loop based on the frequency “step_frequency”, the handler 

“pin_read” and “pin_write” communicate with widgets on the web page 
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the progressive technology providing easy and secure implementation of 

widgets intended for the RL web pages. 

The ER-L works as the plug and play controlling program that compiles the 

screen questionnaire similar to the expert system. It means, the program 

emulates the decision-making ability of a human expert (experienced user). The 

ER-L disposes of the graphical development environment creating and exporting 

the psc file and the RL web page with widgets. 

When the ER-L started, the welcome menu with photos of ISES versions 

appears that shows the basic options as depicted in Figure 15. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The welcome panel also allows the choice of language to open the saved 

projects. For practical reasons, especially for designers, the RLs are divided into 

three categories according to their complexity as listed below [30]: 

1. Starting level - The set of precompiled typical RLs, 

2. Basic level - The most used RLs with variability and logic, 

3. Advanced level - Very complicated RLs with specific devices. 

All the RL complexity levels are described in further subsections to offer 

readers the overview about their options and setup. 

 
Figure 15 Welcome panel of the ER-L providing its graphical  

development environment with the experiment components 
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Starting level 

The simplest way of the RLs building is to exploit the library of common 

experiments that the user can choose, automatically install and start. The library 

is accessible by the button “Library of experiments”, located in the welcome 

panel. The window, as shown in Figure 16, appears to start the RL configuring. 

In the upper left part of the window, there is a list of available experiments for 

the choice. When the experiment is chosen from the library, the respective 

description of the experiment appears in the right panel and beneath the list of 

hardware modules required to use. At the bottom left, there is a preview of the 

corresponding website layout. If the user points a mouse to the edge of this 

screen (not accessible now) the arrows for the next screen appear and the photo 

of devices and modules are displayed. In the last part, there is a text with the 

description of the experiment. The final step of the RL starting level compiling, 

it is only necessary to press the “Finish” button. After the pressing, the program 

generates all important components of the designed experiment (psc file and 

web page code) and then returns to the start menu. At this point, the experiment 

is already operational, and the user can deploy and start it to use. The whole 

procedure of the RL compiling takes approximately 30s. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 16 Experiments library window of the RL starting level intended 

for the experiment selection, its modification and compilation 
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Basic level 

In the basic level of RL compiling, the ISES version has to be duly specified 

first. The main options are offered to users in the welcome panel. The window 

for the selection of measuring/controlling modules and their ranges adjustment 

is subsequently displayed as shown in Figure 17. 

The selection of modules is performed by the pull-down menu on the left side 

of the window. When a module is selected, its photo appears in the appropriate 

slot of the ISES control board. Its working range is adjusted using the pull-down 

menu, available below the respective module. 

If the experiment is designed to use a relay board, one enables this option by 

pressing the “Relay board” button. Once pressed, the window appears with a 

relay board photo by which the user may connect and activate the 2x8 relays. 

This program then asks for details of the individual settings of the relays. As an 

example, the user may choose the manual activation with a button placed on the 

web page, or after meeting any comparative condition. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Advanced Level 

The advanced level of RL implementing is based on the individual steps of 

the corresponding flowchart diagram and its transfer of the psc file by using the 

 
Figure 17 Modules selection window of the RL basic level that 

provides the intuitive setup for the ISES control board slots 
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pre-prepared control blocks from the psc library. In this way, it is possible to 

assemble very complex control logic for the RLs. This method requires a certain 

amount of the creativity and logical thinking concerning the sequence of the 

experiment actions. The advanced level starts on the module selection window 

by pressing the “Advanced design” toggle button. The process of the advanced 

design is similar to the basic one, where the modules selection and the web page 

creation are necessary at first. The advanced level window is then displayed as 

presented in Figure 18. The window left part offers a tree structure providing the 

control logic of the experiment. On the right side, there is located a list of the 

blocks, which can be inserted into the tree structure and the variables list. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The future improvement of the ER-L environment could be inspired by the 

new integrated development and training system for FSM based approaches 

called GIFT as a very progressive system introduced by Heinz-Dietrich Wuttke 

at Ilmenau University of Technology in Germany [31]. 

 
Figure 18 Blocks selection window of the RL advanced level to  

design and configure the complex experiment components 
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3.5 RLMS REMLABNET 

The REMLABNET is a platform that integrates and manages the RLs for 

starting university level and secondary schools. Its building was initiated both 

from the extensive use and expertise in ISES, the built RLs and the lack of 

similar systems for secondary schools and universities in Europe. Another added 

value of REMLABNET is the increased reliability of the delivered RLs. It has 

been developed since 2014 at Tomas Bata University in Zlín as well. The first 

version of the REMLABNET platform was based on Java applets exposed on 

the clients’ web pages. When Java applets became restricted to use safely (as 

mentioned in subchapter 3.4), then a new version of the REMLABNET came, 

based on JavaScript widgets. The second version deployment started in 2015 

including new features. It also cooperates on a federation scheme with the 

Graasp platform in Lausanne, Switzerland (www.graasp.eu) in the form of direct 

exposing the RL graphical interfaces on the allied platform and EU RLMS 

project Go-Lab (www.go-lab-project.eu). 

The REMLABNET uses new components, designed for the purpose, as web 

space management, data warehouse and communication board, uses two level 

diagnostics and forwards to client’s embedded simulations [32] and others. The 

communication server provides, beside the connection and diagnostics, also 

envisages services for the teacher’s comfort as IP telephony, white board, 

simulation inclusion, test management and reservation management. For the 

sake of safety, optimal access to all experiments and economical exploitation the 

virtualized cloud is used. The schematic arrangement of the units and the 

communication relationships in REMLABNET is presented in Figure 19. 

As mentioned, this platform is consisted of many diversified components, 

where the six ones are more important, hence they are worth to describe: 

1. Measureserver unit - This integral component of the platform is described 

at full length (concept and operation) in subchapter 3.1.1. 

2. Diagnostics server - This component ensures keeping track of the current 

status of all experiments connected to the RLMS. Depending on the 

experiment activity, its breakdown or failure the status will be displayed at 

the RLMS access portal. The diagnostic system also allows sending 

commands to the experiment in case of detected faults. From the 

description of the functionality, it is clear that the direct communication is  
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needed with the MS of the experiment side because there can be only 

found the latest information about its availability and status. 

3. Data warehouse - This is a part of the system used for the data storage and 

analysis. It is a centralized data storage providing extended analytical 

services for the MS, Webserver, Imageserver and other components of the 

RLMS. The data warehouse also includes a number of sophisticated 

instruments providing data analysis from individual rigs. The analysis may 

detect and filter existing noise or measurement errors. 

4. Communication server - This is a subsystem designed for the transmission 

of information and real-time communication, interaction and collaboration 

in teaching and learning process with RL. The communication server 

provides an insertion of the RLs in social networks and allows working 

with experiments in groups and enabling mutual help among groups. It 

also serves as the interface for connecting to internal knowledge bases, and 

as a global knowledge base like the Wikipedia encyclopedia. 

 
Figure 19 Scheme of the REMLABNET platform covering the ISES RLs 

with physical experiments, various services and connected clients 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Encyclopedia
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5.  Content management system - The RLMS includes a portal based on the 

latest HTML5 standards. It ensures portability and compatibility for a wide 

range of devices such as mobile phones, computers, tablets and many 

more. The portal meets the demands for an easy work in the laboratory and 

the work scope with modern techniques. The whole environment is 

represented in the form of dynamic web pages. 

6. Virtualized cloud - The whole system runs in a virtual cloud space. This 

ensure sufficient security, connectivity and 24/7 accessibility. 

The REMLABNET portal serves as an access point both for signed users and 

experiment administrators. For these roles, the special functions are provided. 

Besides them, other three roles are available. They are defined as a teacher, 

unsigned user and system administrator. All these roles with their respective 

functions are shortly described in the following bullets: 

1. Unsigned user - He has an access to all the experiments’ materials and 

information. Such user can also take measurements on the experiment but 

only if there is no signed user connected. 

2. Signed user - He has a priority over an unsigned user in the term of 

measurements at the experiment. This user can also make a reservation for 

measurements at the specific time. Measured data coming from all the 

experiments are saved in the user’s account. The attached library provides 

an access to users’ historical measurements. The signed user is also 

allowed to use all the communication functions. 

3. Teacher - He provides more options compared to the common user. There 

is more freedom in the term of the experiment reservation (such teacher is 

allowed to create more reservations for his lectures). A teacher is also able 

to administrate the virtual classrooms and assign or remove the control of 

the experiment running for connected clients. 

4. Experiment administrator - He is an owner of the experiment. This role 

provides an access to the diagnostic interface of the experiment where the 

detailed status of the experiment is available. An administrator is informed 

by an email message when there is some fault. He is allowed to freely 

change the experiment information and supporting materials. 

5. System administrator - The role provides full rights to all the functions, 

interfaces and content implemented is the system. 
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3.6 Deficiencies and drawbacks of ISES Measureserver 

The ISES RL has some deficiencies and drawbacks hampering a wide use of 

this system, especially for the RL designers and administrators. Some of them 

concern MS unit as a major component of RL. This unit had in past several 

deficiencies as the inferior data archiving, extended clients' activities logging, 

MS unit & physical modules diagnostics and embedded real-world phenomena 

simulation. All these deficiencies were historically obstacles for improving the 

LRs and also for moving to a higher level of design and administration. 

First, the absence of high level data storing, prevented to perform detailed 

analysis in REMLABNET. Second, next drawback related to the absence of the 

data archiving prevented the data reuse by clients who need to have access to 

previous measurements. Connected with this, the data transport to the clients is 

not implemented optimally by the reason of excessive data quantity. Third, it 

particularly concerns the low transmission speed and its stability. 

Fourth, the absence of the clients' activities logging leads to problems that the 

designers and other data evaluators have no access to the complete statistical 

data about connected clients and their behavior. They need to know in detail 

how clients proceed during their experimentations, whether they perform the 

required measurements correctly or they systematically/occasionally fail. 

Fifth, the next drawback of MS was the absence of any diagnostics focused 

on the MS modules (FSM, CFG, GUI, plugins) and the ISES physical modules 

(meters, sensors and devices). This feature is especially important for the RL 

administrators who maintain software components and attached rigs. This 

diagnostics should help to efficiently check and monitor the RL operation. In 

case of any failure or sudden crashing, it should immediately choose an 

appropriate scheme to solve the occurred problem. 

The last, sixth drawback, is the absence of the embedded real-world 

phenomena simulations running concurrently together with the real experiments. 

Teachers and interested users demand this feature to help understanding 

examined phenomena by simple and easy understandable means. 

The design and implementation of appropriate solutions of enumerated 

problems in MS of ISES remote laboratories, is the subject and goal of presented 

doctoral thesis. These solutions should contribute to a better reliability and 

scalability of the RLs to reach contemporary standards in this area. 
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4. GOALS OF THE DOCTORAL THESIS 

The goals of this doctoral thesis are focused on the software improvements 

and development related to the MS unit and its components given below: 

1. Measured data archiving to structured data files - It is responsible for 

the gathering, filtering and saving measured data and experiment metadata 

in the specific data format to an xml file, including the files dispatchment 

to the data warehouse to archive and for the detailed analysis, 

2. Continuous clients' activities monitoring to text files - It allows logging 

of all the activities performed by connected clients, when experimenting, 

and saving to a log file, with an option of the files dispatchment to the 

data warehouse for the purpose of didactical analysis, 

3. First level diagnostics of the integrated software modules - It provides 

the remote laboratory administrators the notifying and warning messages 

to ensure the Measureserver unit functioning with the aim of avoiding or 

reducing occasional failures caused by various influences, 

4. Second level diagnostics of the physical hardware modules - It gives 

the remote laboratory administrators the features to detect and monitor the 

physical modules, like meters, sensors, probes and devices, connected to 

the rig to prevent their failures or disconnections, 

5. Embedded simulation of real-world phenomena and its visualization 

with the control on the client’s web page - It represents the simulation 

approach running concurrently and synchronized with the real experiment 

by the integrated solvers to provide approximate numerical solutions used 

for a motivation before the real measurement as the introductory step to 

better acquaint the measured phenomenon. 
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5. METHODS USED 

This chapter deals with the theoretical background needed for understanding 

particular principles, concepts and ideas used for the implementation of 

proposed goals in the practical part of this doctoral thesis. There are important 

fields, related to the controlling the behavior of experiments, which include the 

input grammar concept and the grammar parsing principle, leading to the data 

measurement process, data distribution and analysis [33][34][35]. 

5.1 Finite-state machine classification and concept 

There are many ways of controlling the behavior of systems, and the use of 

state machines is one of the oldest and best known. State machines allow us to 

think about the “state” of a system at a particular point in time and characterize 

the behavior of the system based on that state. The use of this controlling 

technique is not limited to the development of software systems. In fact, the idea 

of state-based behavior can be traced back to the earliest considerations of 

physical matter. For example, H2O can exist in three different states easily 

observable in nature: solid (ice), liquid (water) and gaseous (steam, fog, clouds). 

In each of these states, the behavior of H2O is different. The means of forcing 

transitions between the three states is also well-defined. Many other natural and 

artificial systems may also be controlled by the states the system can occupy, the 

behavior in each of those states, and how the system transitions are between 

these states, including which states are connected and which are not. 

The similar technique can be used to design software systems by identifying 

what states the system can be in, what inputs or events trigger state transitions, 

and how the system will behave in each state. In this model, there is seen the 

execution of the software as a sequence of transitions that move the system 

through its various states [36]. Concepts and techniques are described in the next 

subchapters to better understand the FSM models implemented inside of the MS 

unit as the LR(1) parser and Recursive descent parser. 

5.2 Language parsers 

A natural language parser is a program that works out the grammatical 

structure of sentences, for instance, which groups of words go together and 

which words are the subjects or objects of a verb. 
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Parsing, or more formally, syntactic analysis, is the process of analyzing a 

text, made of a sequence of tokens (for example, words), to determine its 

grammatical structure with respect to a given formal grammar. 

In computer technology, the parser is a program that mainly works with some 

of context-free grammars. It is usually a component part of a compiler that 

receives input in the form of sequential source program instructions, interactive 

on-line commands, markup tags, or some other defined interface and breaks 

them up into parts (for example, the nouns (objects), verbs (methods), and their 

attributes or options) that can then be managed by other programming (for 

example, other components in a compiler). A parser is usually used to check that 

all the input has been provided that is necessary [37]. The flowchart analyzing a 

source string by the typical parsing process is illustrated in Figure 20. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 20 Flowchart of the source string 

processing in the typical parser 
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LR(1) parser 

The first concept is a canonical LR parser more frequently called the LR(1). It 

has been designed to use the bottom-up parsing approach. The theoretical 

background of the bottom-up LR(1) parser is based on the formal mathematics 

behind this FSM (parsing machine) operation that reads lexical symbols from a 

source sentence provided as its input, and it proceeds to recognize productions 

comprising a particular grammar. It means, a table-driven algorithm can be 

produced for any given grammar (such as a computer programming language), 

which parses and recognizes valid sentences. 

The LR(1) is an LR(k) parser (Left to right, Rightmost derivation parser) 

defined for k=1 that uses a single lookahead terminal. The LR(k) is a type of 

shift-reduce parser, as a generalization of existing precedence parsers. Just to 

mention in brief, the shift-reduce parsing uses two unique steps. These steps are 

known as shift-step and reduce-step. The LR(k) has the potential of recognizing 

all deterministic context-free languages and can produce both left and right 

derivations of statements encountered in the input file. The special attribute 

(advantage) of this parser is that all the LR(k) parsers (their grammars) with k>1 

can be transformed into the LR(1) parser. 

The grammar parsed is simply a set of symbols and rules defining the 

required language. More precisely, the symbols and rules define valid sentences 

of the grammar. Particular sequences of symbols from the grammar form a 

sentence, and if that sequence obeys the rules of the grammar, that sentence is 

said to be a valid sentence with respect to the grammar. If a sequence of symbols 

from a grammar is fed into LR(1) parser, this machine can determine whether or 

not the input symbols form a valid sentence of the grammar. If the sequence is 

valid, the LR(1) parser accepts the input sentence without error, otherwise the 

parser may detect one or more syntax errors in the input sequence. 

The parser operation is based on static state transition tables. These codify the 

grammar of the language it recognizes and are typically called parsing tables. 

They are parameterized with a lookahead terminal [38]. 

Recursive descent parser 

As the second functional concept used is the Recursive descent parser that is a 

kind of the top-down process built from a set of mutually recursive procedures 

(or a non-recursive equivalent) where each such procedure usually implements 
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one of the productions of the grammar. Thus the created structure of the 

resulting program closely mirrors that of the grammar it recognizes. 

The recursive descent with backtracking is a technique that determines which 

production to use by trying each production in turn. It is not limited to LL(k) 

grammars (Left to right, Leftmost derivation grammars), but is not guaranteed to 

terminate unless the grammar is LL(k). Even when they terminate, parsers that 

use recursive descent with backtracking may require exponential time. 

The top-down parser starts from the root node (start symbol) and matches the 

input string against the production rules, if matched it replaces them [39]. 

5.3 Context-free grammars 

Context-free grammars are a recursive representation of the context-free 

languages, which are a larger class of regular languages. These grammars play a 

substantial role in the compiler technology longer time. They turned the 

implementation of parsers from an ad-hoc time-consuming implementation task 

to a routine job that can be performed very quickly. 

Context-free grammars are limited in the extent to which they can express all 

of the requirements of a language. Informally, the reason is that the memory of 

such a language is limited. The grammar cannot remember the presence of a 

construct over an arbitrarily long input; this is necessary for a language in 

which, for example, a name must be declared before it may be referenced. More 

powerful grammars can express this constraint but they cannot be parsed 

efficiently. Thus, it is a common strategy to create a relaxed parser to process a 

context-free grammar that is able to accept a superset of the desired language 

constructs; later, the unwanted constructs can be filtered out. 

5.4 ISES Measureserver unit and its psc control script 

The RL functioning has been since the start of ISES RL based on the psc 

control program and MS. This approach requires creation of the programmable 

script (executable code running without a compilation) that addresses inputs, 

outputs and logic of the ISES RL. The script is very condensed and addressing 

ability rich because it allows programmers to code logical parts, data structures 

in arbitrary sections in one program (body). It also allows attaching of plugins 

(drivers) of specific devices indispensable for the RL functioning. The manual 

design and creation of the psc control program is in principle rather demanding 
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and only a small body of specialists in the field is able to compile and deploy 

such the script. For this reason, as the alternative approach, the ER-L was 

recently (2015) introduced to simplify the psc script design, creation and its 

maintenance by interested non-programmers and teachers. Both the mentioned 

approaches (manual script creation and ER-L) reach the same results related to 

the RLs behavior and demanded logical activities. 

5.5 Grammar syntax of psc script 

The script language grammar is parsed by the Recursive descent parser to 

build the experiment behavior, data communication and logic. The language 

developed for the purpose is superficially similar to the C language. Its leading 

difference compared to the C language is that it is not compiled and functions 

interpreter-like. This feature is an advantage for the RLs setup and its 

modification because of avoiding the use of a compiler and its more complex 

settings. This approach allows better, faster and more effective work. 

In this subchapter, the first approach is described only, that is the manual 

design and creation of the psc control program possessed of two versions. This 

issue is important to describe as the basis for the work that has been already 

accomplished concerning the data archiving and diagnostics. 

Old psc script version 

Users had to write all the script without any syntax errors and save it as a psc 

file. The creation of the psc script (version 1.0) was very demanding as users 

had to know all constituent parts of the system and all relationships among its 

components. It was demanding especially for laymen in the field, who were not 

experienced in the programming field and for teachers and users. The simple 

example representing an old version of the psc script is shown in Figure 21. 

New psc script version 

Since the old script version obstructed the desired dissemination of the RLs to 

more designers and teachers, the script concept was improved towards the 

simplified script version. The resulting key improvement was the support for the 

faster, reliable FSM control and the accessibility of the fast experiments 

building. The new psc script (version 3.1 and higher) was implemented and 

encapsulated to the ScriptablePlugin2.ldp plugin. 
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An example of the fast experiment gathering measured data (for example, 

voltage and current) in the electronic circuit as presented in Figure 22. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 21 Old version of the psc script presenting a complicated 

coding scheme to create data structures and experiment logic 

 
Figure 22 Fast experiment with the “init” and “finalize” blocks 

switching the relay on/off and the “on_sample” block gathering  

data provided by two meters attached to the electronic circuit 
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5.6 Libraries and functionalities of psc script 

The MS unit has been designed and developed in the C++ programming 

language that allows using standard and extended libraries simplifying creation 

of the application and ensuring its proper operation. 

A short introduction of the C++ concept is desirable to have at least the basic 

overview. The C++ is a multi-paradigm programming language that supports 

object-oriented programming created by Bjarne Stroustrup in 1983 at Bell Labs. 

This language is an extension (superset) of C programming and the programs 

written in the C language can run in the C++ compilers. Generally, a compiler is 

a computer program that transforms human readable (programming language) 

source code into another computer language (binary) code. 

The C++ is used to create general systems software, drivers for various 

computer devices, back end servers and specific applications, and also widely 

used in the creation of video games and simulators. 

As mentioned, the C++ supports object-oriented programming. There are 

defined four major principles of the object-oriented development, namely the 

inheritance, abstraction, encapsulation and polymorphism. 

This universal language is not purely the object-oriented language because 

object-oriented means to works with objects and classes, but its source code can 

be written without classes, just using the structured programming. 

The data and functions (procedures to manipulate the data) are bundled 

together as a self-contained unit called an object. A class is an extended concept 

similar to the structure in the C programming language. This class describes 

both the properties (data) and behaviors (functions) of objects. 

The C++ provides programmers the standard libraries, which were created 

after many years. They are divided in the following important parts [40]: 

1. The C++ core language provides all the building blocks including data 

types, variables, literals and other. 

2. The C++ Standard Library has a rich set of methods for manipulating 

input/output files and character strings. 

3. The Standard Template Library (STL) provides a rich set of template 

classes to manipulate with data structures. 
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4. The Microsoft Foundation Classes (MFC) is used for creating Windows 

applications. It provides an application programming interface (API) to 

implement all the features expected for the development. 

The second set of libraries and functions is intended for own functioning of 

the MS to start up and run a given RL. This specific set is encapsulated in the 

ScriptablePlugin2.ldp plugin that is attached to the MS during its startup. As 

mentioned, this plugin is the strongest and the most difficult by reason of its 

wide use. These libraries are provided by the Windows operating system called 

as the Dynamic-link libraries (also known as DLLs) to support implemented 

expressions, control and mathematical functions coded in the psc script. 

Expressions 

The expression is a term that can contain any valid combination of explicit 

numerical constants, variables, functions and operations coded in the prescribed 

syntactical form of programming language. 

Control functions 

The control functions are designed to manipulate with input/output data and 

experiment states/blocks as follows in the example list: 

 write_output - It generates a new output sample based on the current state 

of the output variables. This function is active only in the block init, 

on_sample or on_manual_sample inside the fast experiment. 

 sample (expression) - It loads a sample value with its index (sample_index 

with the expression) into the input variables. This function is active in the 

block on_sample or on_manual_sample inside the fast experiment. 

 rotate (start, end, amount) - It rotates the temporary variables t0 - t99 in 

the range of the amount steps to modify positions. 

Mathematical functions 

Many functions are available to implement in the psc script to simplify and 

speed up the RL design and development as listed below: 

 sin(x) - It returns the sine value in radians, 

 cos(x) - It returns the cosine value in radians, 

 asin(x) - It returns the arc sine value in radians in the range <-1, 1>, 
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 acos(x) - It returns the arc cosine value in radians in the range <-1, 1>, 

 atan2(x, y) - It returns the arc tangent in radians from X/Y, 

 pow(x, y) - It calculates the expression x 
y
 (power), 

 floor(x) - It rounds the value to the nearest lower integer number, 

 ceil(x) - It rounds the value to the nearest higher integer number, 

 round(x) - It rounds the value to the nearest integer number, 

 fraction(x) - It returns the decimal part of the input value, 

 abs(x) - It returns the absolute value of the parameter, 

 min(x, minimum) - It returns the minimum of the two values, 

 max(x, maximum) - It returns the maximum of two values, 

 remap(x, s0, s1, s2, d0, d1, d2)  - It remaps input values from the defined 

range <s0, s1, s2> to the range <d0, d1, d2> with the fact that its 

parameter s1 is remapped to d1. Input values, which are out of the range, 

are always clipped to the range <s0, s2>, 

 clamp(x, minimum, maximum) - It returns the value in the demanded 

range. If defined minimum > maximum, the minimum value is returned, 

 cmp(x, treshold, result_a, result_b) - It returns the parameter result_a if 

defined x > threshold, otherwise returns result_b, 

 cmp(x, treshold) - It is the short form for cmp(x, threshold, 1.0, 0.0), 

 cmps(x, treshold, result_a, result_b) - It returns the parameter result_a if 

defined x >= threshold, otherwise returns result_b, 

 cmps(x, treshold) - It is the short form for cmps(x, threshold, 1.0, 0.0). 

5.7 Analysis of Measureserver functioning and data traffic 

The MS unit is a Windows application designed and built as a server that is 

responsible for processing and transferring of measured data and metadata 

between the rig’s physical modules and connected clients. 

As introduced, the MS was implemented in the C++ programming language 

by using the object-oriented programming. Just to remind this specific issue, the 

object-oriented programming is a paradigm based on the concept of "objects", 

which may contain data, in the form of fields, often known as attributes; and the 
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code, in the form of procedures, often known as methods. A feature of objects is 

that the object's procedures can access and often modify the data fields of the 

object with which they are associated. The MS was built on the class-based 

concept that is the most often used object-oriented programming alternative. It 

means, the objects are instances of classes, which typically determine their type. 

The MS architecture and relationships among particular implemented objects is 

shown in Figure 23 that presents the base object as the MFC CObject with all 

derived objects up to the lowest levels where are located the applicable objects 

for dialog boxes, communications, processes and parsers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 23 Class diagram of the MS concept consisted of the objects creating its basic 

functionality; the base object MFC CObject, the derived objects provide main features  

and the lowest levels bring the dialog boxes, communications, processes and parsers 
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Before the MS starts working, the unit has to initialize several components 

ensuring its proper functioning. The components are loaded as the files from 

various directories and processed by respective parsers. This initialization phase 

takes place in the following prescribed sequence: 

1. The MS loads and parses its configuration file including a reference that is 

used to attach and start the control plugin in the unit. 

2. The MS then configures and initializes the GUI module by the parsed 

values to set the unit options and its functioning. 

3. The control plugin loads the psc file by a reference that is placed in the 

configuration file and it then parses the coded script. 

4. The control plugin then loads and initializes device plugins referenced in 

the parsed psc file to use them in the experiment. 

5. The MS sets the attributes of parsed pins defined in the psc file and 

creates the pins list that is available in the unit. 

6. If required, the MS performs initial calibrations of attached devices based 

on instructions coded in the psc file. 

The next subchapters deal with the MS functioning related to the components 

initialization and control program operation including data traffic. 

5.7.1 Components initialization 

The MS must load and initialize all the integral and referenced components 

before the operation. There are two important components, Measureserver.cfg 

and ScriptablePlugin2.ldp, which are successively initialized as the first. Further 

components are initialized optionally according to the experiment scheme. 

As the first, the MS loads the Measureserver.cfg file from a disk (that is, it 

opens the file and reads data). It then parses the file content to obtain predefined 

parameters and their values the unit requires for the initial setup of its internal 

modules (data logging and graphical user interface). The parser finally provides 

the reference (path and filename) to two inevitable files. The first referenced file 

is the ScriptablePlugin2.ldp plugin used for all the experiments at present. The 

second reference is for the psc script that is parsed and started later. 

The Measureserver.cfg file (presented in Figure 9) is processed by the LR(1) 

parser (introduced in subchapter 5.2) that is a part of the MS core. Before the 
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description of the LR parsing algorithm, it is important to clarify the constructs, 

parse trees and bottom-up parsing, related to this kind of the parsing. 

Parse trees 

The parse trees are a tree-representation of the derivations that is occurred in 

context-free grammars. Parse trees clearly show how the symbols of a terminal 

string are grouped into substrings, each of which belongs to the language. 

Bottom-up parsing 

The Bottom-up parsing is a technique in which the abstract-syntax tree is in 

the bottom up fashion. The bottom-up name comes from the concept of a parse 

tree. It discovers and processes the tree starting from the bottom left end and 

incrementally works its way upwards and rightwards. The tree may be merely 

implicit in the parser's actions. The opposite technique is the top-down parsing, 

in which the input's overall structure is decided first before moving down the 

abstract-syntax tree, leaving the lowest level small details to the last. 

LR parsing algorithm 

The parsing algorithm is schematically depicted in Figure 24. It typically 

consists of the five items, 1) input, 2) output, 3) data stack, 4) driver program 

and 5) parsing table divided into the ACTION and GOTO parts. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 24 Scheme of the LR parsing algorithm to process input string 
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This used algorithm involves the below actions: 

Bottom-up parsing action 

The bottom-up parsing corresponds to the construction of a parse tree for an 

input string beginning at the leaves (the bottom) and working up towards the 

root (the top). This method is called as the shift-reduce parsing. 

Reduction action 

This process is the “reducing” a string w to the start symbol of the grammar. 

At each reduction step, a specific substring matching the body of a production is 

replaced by the non-terminal at the head of that production. A reduction is the 

reverse of a step in a derivation. 

Handle action 

The bottom-up parsing within a left-to-right scan of the input constructs a 

right most derivation in reverse. The “handle” is a substring that matches the 

body of a production, and whose reduction represents one step along the reverse 

of a rightmost derivation, that is, when there is string w of a grammar. 

Shift-reduce action 

The action is a form of the bottom-up parsing in which a stack holds grammar 

symbols and an input buffer holds the rest of the string to be parsed. The handle 

appears at the top of the stack just before it is identified as the handle. The $ is 

used to mark the bottom of the stack and also the right end of the input. Initially, 

the stack is empty, and the string w is on the input with a stack as $ and string w 

as w$. During a left-to-right scan of the input string, the parser shifts zero or 

more input symbols onto the stack, until it is ready to reduce a string β of 

grammar symbols on top of the stack. It then reduces β to the head of the 

appropriate production. The parser repeats this cycle until it has detected an 

error or until the stack contains the start symbol and the input is empty. 

LR Items 

An item set is the list of production rules. An item set has a one-to-one 

correspondence to a parser state, while the items within the set, together with the 

next symbol, are used to decide which state transitions and parser action are to 

be applied. The general form of a LR(1) item is [A→α • β, a], where A→αβ is a 

production and a is terminal or right $ end marker. The dot represents how an 
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item is seen in a given state. The second defined component is called the 

lookahead of the item. The involved lookahead has no effect in an item of the 

form [A→α • β, a] where β is not ε, but an item of the form [A→α •, a] calls for 

a reduction by A→α only if the next symbol is a. 

 The • indicates how much of an item is seen at a given state, 

 The expression [A → • XY Z] indicates the parser is looking for a string 

that can be derived from XYZ, 

 The expression [A → XY • Z] indicates the parser has seen a string derived 

from XY and is looking for one derivable from Z. 

 There is a canonical set of the LR(1) items having a set of items: 

 derivable from [S’→ • S, $] and, 

 that can derive a final configuration. 

FIRST statement 

For a string of grammar symbols α is defined the FIRST(α) as: 

 The set of terminal symbols beginning strings derived from α, 

 If L⇒ ε, then in valid the expression ε  FIRST(α). 

The FIRST(α) contains the set of tokens valid in the initial position in α. The 

algorithm presenting the building the FIRST(X) is listed in Figure 25. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CLOSURE statement 

The closure is an operation to construct the set of items through rules: 

1. Initially add every item in I to closure (I), 

 
Figure 25 Example of the algorithm to build the FIRST(X) statement 
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2. If the expression  A → α • Bβ is in closure (I) and B → γ is a production, 

then add B → • γ to I if not there, 

3. These rules are applied until no more items can be added. 

The algorithm computing this statement is clearly explained in Figure 26. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

GOTO statement 

Let I be a set of LR(1) items and X be a grammar symbol. Then, the 

expression GOTO(I, X) is the closure of the set of all items [A → αX • β, a] 

defined for the operation such that [A → αX • β, a]  I. 

If I is the set of valid items for some viable prefix γ, then GOTO(I, X) is the 

set of valid items used for the viable prefix γX. The GOTO(I, X) represents the 

state after recognizing X in the state I as explained in Figure 27. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 26 Algorithm to implement the CLOSURE operation 

 
Figure 27 Algorithm to implement the GOTO operation 
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FOLLOW statement 

For a non-terminal A the FOLLOW(A) is defined as: 

 The set of used terminals, which appear immediately to the right of A in 

some sentential form. 

 A terminal symbol has no FOLLOW set. 

The method of building this set is described in two points: 

1. Place the symbol $ in the FOLLOW(S), where S is the start symbol and $ 

is the input right-end-marker. 

2. If there is the production A → αBβ, then everything in FIRST(β) except 

for ε is placed in FOLLOW(B). 

Augmented Grammar 

The collection construction of the sets of LR(1) items is started with the 

defined item [S’ → • S, $], where: 

1. S' is the start symbol of the augmented grammar G', 

2. S is the start symbol of G, and $ is the right end of string marker. 

To compute the collection of the sets of LR(1) items, first a given grammar is 

augmented, them a respective algorithm is implemented. 

Parsing tables 

The LR(1) parser uses the ACTION-GOTO table served as a reference to the 

parser at every move. This table basically represents a FSM that instructs the 

parser to perform a shift or reduce action when it undergoes a transition from 

one state to another. The notations used here are as follows: 

 $ represents the end of an input string, 

 sn tells the parser to make a shift to state In , 

 rk tells the parser to reduce by rule k described in the grammar, 

 acc indicates that the input string is accepted, 

 j represents GOTO(j) in the table. 

With these definitions, there is possible to describe the following method for 

constructing the LR(1) ACTION-GOTO table [41]: 
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1. Construct the collection of the sets of LR(1) items for G', 

2. State i of the parser is constructed from Ii , 

a) If [A → α • aβ, b]  Ii, and GOTO(Ii , A) = Ij, then set ACTION[i, a] to 

shift j or sj (a must be a terminal), 

b) If [A → α •, a]  Ii, then set ACTION [i, a] to do reduce A → α or rk 

(k represents the k
th

 rule of the context-free grammar), 

c) If [S' → S •, $]  Ii, then set ACTION[i, $] to acc, 

3. If GOTO(Ii , A) = Ij, the set GOTO[i, a] in the table to j, 

4. All other entries in the ACTION-GOTO table are set to “error”, 

5. I0, the initial state of the parser, is the closure of the item [S' → • S, $]. All 

other states are formed by the above procedure of constructing a FSM to 

represent the parsing action on each item in I0 recursively. 

After the Measureserver.cfg file parsing, the ScriptablePlugin2.ldp plugin is 

loaded, attached (its functions) and finally started to parse the psc file to build 

the experiment logic and data structures. This plugin is also responsible for the 

communication with other attached plugins, which can be optionally defined as 

the file references in the psc file. Furthermore, it concerns with the experiment 

operation related to the control, observation and measurement. 

The ScriptablePlugin2.ldp plugin uses the Recursive descent parser residing 

in its core (introduced in subchapter 5.2) to perform parsing of the control 

program saved in the pcs file to build the experiment logic. 

Recursive descent parser algorithm 

The recursive descent parsing is one of the most straightforward forms of 

parsing technique. This is a top-down process in which the parser attempts to 

verify that the syntax of the input stream is correct as it is read from left to right. 

A basic operation necessary for this involves reading characters from the input 

stream and matching then with terminals from the grammar that describes the 

syntax of the input. The parsers looks ahead one character and advances the 

input stream reading pointer when proper matches occur. The procedure that 

accomplishes the matching and reading process is shown in Figure 28. 
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The variable called “next” looks ahead and always provides the next character 

that will be read from the input stream. This feature is essential for the parsers to 

be able to predict what is due to arrive as input. There is also defined an error 

indicator that is returned by the procedure. 

What the Recursive descent parser actually does is to perform a depth-first 

search of the derivation tree for the string being parsed. This principle provides 

the “descent” portion of the name. The “recursive” portion comes from the 

parser's form, a collection of recursive procedures. 

The following example presents a first portion of the parser’s features. There 

is defined the simple input grammar: 

E → x+T 

T → (E)  

T → x 

and the derivation tree for the expression x + (x + x) as shown in Figure 29. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 28 Procedure to match the input symbol 

 
Figure 29 Procedure to accomplish 

 the derivation tree for x + (x + x) 
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The parser traverses the tree by first calling a respective procedure to 

recognize an E. The procedure reads an x and a +, and then it calls a procedure 

to recognize a T. This looks like described clearly in Figure 30. 

 

 

 

 

The errorhandler is a procedure notifying the user that a syntax error has 

been made and then possibly terminates execution. 

In order to recognize a T, the parser must resolve which of the productions to 

execute. This is not difficult and is done in the procedure in Figure 31. 

 

 

 

 

 

In the above procedure, this parser is able to determine whether T has the 

form (E) or x. If not, then the error return is called, otherwise the appropriate 

terminals and non-terminals are recognized. 

The parser works with deterministic context-free grammars. They are the 

subset of context-free grammars, which can be derived from the deterministic 

pushdown automata (DPDA), and they generate the deterministic context-free 

languages. The DPDA is a variation of the pushdown automaton that employs a 

stack. It accepts the deterministic context-free languages. 

As an example of the grammar for conditional statements is presented where 

the symbol S is a non-terminal generating statements and B is one that generates 

the following Boolean (true or false) expressions: 

S → if B then S; 

S → if B then S else S; 

 
Figure 30 Procedure to traverse the expression tree 

 

 
Figure 31 Procedure to execute the production 
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Both of these productions begin the same way, so it is not clear from the first 

symbols exactly, which production is to be used in recognizing a conditional 

statement. The solution to this problem is called factoring. The principle of  

factoring is, the common prefix is recognized (in this case if B then S) and then  

it decides which suffix to recognize as follows: 

S → if B then S Z 

Z → ; 

Z → else S; 

The general factoring algorithm is presented in Figure 32 with α as the 

common prefix and βi as the suffixes mentioned above. 

 

 

 

 

 

The next example, a grammar that generates strings of the form a
n
b

n
 is 

defined to describe other features of the parser: 

S → aSb 

S → ab 

where factoring brings the expressions: 

S → aZ 

Z → Sb 

Z → b 

which is the unclear form when applying the Z-productions. Substituting for the 

symbol S solves this problem and constructs the required productions: 

S → aZ 

Z → aZb 

Z → b 

 
Figure 32 General algorithm of the factoring process 
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The general algorithm for the substitution is described in Figure 33. Capital 

Roman letters are non-terminals and Greek letters represent (possibly empty) the 

strings of terminals and non-terminals to process. 

 

 

 

 

 

It simply means if this substitution is performed for a non-terminal in the 

production, then it must be substituted using all of the instances where it appears 

on the left-hand side of the production. 

Finally, to mention for short, here are three cases, which should not occur in 

nice grammars along with algorithms for their removal as follows [42]: 

1. A chain rule (or singleton production) is one of the form A → B where 

both A and B are non-terminals. 

2. A non-terminal symbol unreached is one that cannot be generated from 

the starting symbol. 

3. A useless non-terminal is one that generates no strings of terminals. 

When the Measureserver.cfg file and the psc script are successfully parsed by 

respective parsers, the ScriptablePlugin2.ldp plugin initializes and starts all the 

components for the purpose of the control program operation. 

5.7.2 Control program operation 

The control program coded in the psc script is a component part that is 

essential to the MS functioning. Typical RLs are designed to monitor attached 

meters or probes and to control devices with the aim of obtaining measured data 

detailing examined phenomena in charts and tables for the analysis. 

Basic psc script structure 

The standardized structure of a new version of the psc script file consists of 

six basic obligatory and optional terms (sections) as listed below: 

1. Header (required), 

 
Figure 33 General algorithm of the substituting process 
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2. Definitions of imports (required), 

3. Definitions of variables (optional), 

4. Definitions of functions (optional), 

5. Definitions of state/states (optional), 

6. Definition of fast experiment (optional). 

Header 

The header is declared in the beginning of each psc script and its syntax is 

obligatory. On the first line, there is specified a version of the psc script. The 

three versions are available up to now, as 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3. 

Under the script version, there is placed the experiment name and the file 

reference to an attached plugin, usually used the PCI1202CardPlugin.ldp or 

ISESBlueUsbPlugin.ldp according to the ISES control board type. 

Definitions of imports 

This is the second part of the psc script used to define inputs and outputs, 

which the user wants to work with. The ISES control board with the AD/DA 

interface card has analog and digital inputs and outputs. 

Definitions of variables 

In this part of the psc script, a user defines global variables, which are valid 

for the entire script. All variables are declared as a double (real number). 

Definitions of functions 

A new version of the psc script (version 3.1 and higher) allows the user to 

define own functions. This is a great simplification because it is not necessary to 

copy parts of the code that is already repeated. These parts of the code can be 

neatly encapsulated into the defined function. 

Definitions of states 

The psc script can be declared as a finite-state machine. The system can 

change from one state to another. This new approach greatly simplifies the 

design of the RLs that can be constructed as the sequential tasks. 
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Definition of fast experiment 

The fast experiment feature was implemented in a new version of the psc 

script to measure/monitor fast events, like the transient phenomena in electronic 

circuits. The MS is capable to read generated data from respective pins in 

frequency up to 3 kHz during maximally 10s per one measurement. 

Finite-state machine operation 

As mentioned, the MS can work as the FSM (introduced in subchapter 5.1) 

coded in the psc script by using several specifiers and commands. 

A new state can be defined by the keyword state that is followed by the 

implementation inside curly brackets. Every state contains several handlers 

providing activities created for respective purposes. The handler entry and exit 

are mandatory only, the rest of them are optional. There are eight standard 

handlers built to the language with different properties as listed: 

1. entry, 

2. step, 

3. timeout, 

4. pin_read, 

5. pin_write, 

6. on_each_change, 

7. on_user_second, 

8. exit. 

Every handler can contain cycles, conditions, variables and functions. The 

scheme of all the available handlers is presented in Figure 34. 

These handlers are described at some length in the following bullets to 

understand the concept of the implemented state machine [43]: 

 entry - If this handler is defined, it should be placed as the first in the 

sequence. The code written here is performed only once when the RL 

enters this state. It does not allow the context switching that is an event 

where the RL changes from a one state to another. This switching is 

performed by using the keyword current_state = new_state. 
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 step - This handler is used for a code that is executed repeatedly. The step 

frequency must be specified in hertz to run the code. 

 timeout - This handler is used for a code executed after the elapsed time 

given in seconds A one state allows containing more than one timeout. 

The handler supports the context switching. 

 pin_read - This handler provides the function allowing the user to read 

data from the ISES control board pins. These data can be displayed on the 

web page in a relevant JavaScript widget. The handler contains its special 

variable result used for reading by this widget. The frequency of handler 

calling is directly adjusted by the reading widget. 

 pin_write - This handler is very similar to pin_read but it provides a 

function to write data to the ISES control board pins. A user can control 

the RL and change its properties through the web page. The handler 

contains the variable new_value to write the data to the pins. 

 on_user_change - In this handler, the code is executed when the client of 

the experiment is changed. It is correct to define this handler at the end of 

each state. If it is defined and if a programmer makes a mistake the RL 

performs the required code and does not fall in a wrong state.  

 on_each_second - In this handler, the implemented code is executed each 

second. This behavior can be achieved by the step handler. 

 exit - The handler executes its code at the end of the state and only once. It 

does not support the context switching. 

 
Figure 34 Scheme of the handlers used for the finite-state machine operation 
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The scheme depicted in Figure 35 describes the FSM-based concept used to 

initialize and run the experiment. Each state is responsible for a specific action 

to complete (including data exchange, input/output operations, etc.) and to 

decide a transition (based on conditions) to the next state. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The RL designer is allowed to create as many FSM states as required for a 

completion of the experiment logic. The example shown in Figure 36 presents 

the coded definitions of particular states (based on the scheme in Figure 35) with 

using the described specifiers and commands. 

 
Figure 35 Example of the FSM-based concept used to calibrate the 

sensor position, to wait for the connected user and to start  

the experiment operation with its optional finish 
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Figure 36 Example of the psc script in which is implemented the FSM-based 

experiment; the specifiers “state” are states, the variable “current_state” 

makes a transition to a new associated state during the operation 
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The MS is able to receive or send data in any operational state in which the 

experiment resides. The communication between the MS and all connected 

clients (queueing based on their access time, activities or status) is realized by 

the WebSocket protocol (introduced in subchapter 3.2). 

The WebSockets provide a persistent connection between the MS and a client 

that both involved parties can use to start sending data at any time. 

The client establishes a WebSocket connection through a process known as 

the WebSocket handshake. This process starts with the client sending a regular 

HTTP request to the MS. The Upgrade header is included in this request that 

informs the MS that the client wishes to establish a connection. 

The MS agrees to the upgrade and communicates this through the Upgrade 

header in the response as the first necessary step. 

Now, the handshake is complete the initial HTTP connection is replaced by a 

WebSocket connection that uses the same underlying TCP/IP connection. At 

this point, either party can start sending data to the remote place. 

The data transfer goes without incurring the overhead associated with the 

traditional HTTP requests. The data are transferred through a WebSocket as 

messages, each of which consists of one or more frames containing the sending 

data (the payload). In order to ensure the message can be properly reconstructed 

when it reaches the client each frame is prefixed with 4-12 bytes of data about 

the payload. Using this frame-based messaging system, it helps to reduce the 

amount of non-payload data transferred. This approach leads to significant 

reductions in latency during the communication process. 
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6. MAIN RESULTS OF THE WORK 

In this chapter are presented the results of the envisaged goals of the doctoral 

thesis in the Chapter 4 using the methods summarized in Chapter 5. This chapter 

is constituted by the extensive programming work of the internal grant project 

IGA of the group of Ph.D. students at Tomas Bata University in Zlín and the 

partial fulfillment of the project SCOPES of the Swiss National Science 

Foundation and Swiss Agency for Developments and Cooperation. 

For the purpose of introducing into results, there is presented the general 

scheme of the MS unit shown in Figure 37 with new added modules, which are 

denoted by the red frame. These modules are called DAM, MUD, PMD and EPS 

described at some length in the next subchapters. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6.1 Data archiving and logging module 

The first task of this doctoral thesis was to design and implement the module 

called DAM (data archiving management) responsible for gathering, filtering 

and saving measured data and experiment metadata to an xml file. The module 

also allows an option to log all performed activities by the connected clients 

during their experimentations to a log file. The reason to implement this module 

was to have complete information about the RLs operation and clients whose 

interventions (their behavior) affect the experimental process. 

 
Figure 37 Scheme of the MS functional concept that includes the new modules  

located in the red frame; 1) DAM is data archiving management, 2) MUD is 

Measureserver unit diagnostics, 3) PMD is physical modules diagnostics,  

and 4) EPS is embedded real-world phenomena simulation 
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The generated xml and log files are being sent to the data warehouse where 

they are analyzed in detail and distributed to other subsystems. The xml files are 

provided to clients who require measured data coming from typical cases 

without the real experimenting to reduce time to obtain the measured data. 

The log files are useful for RL designers interested in the didactical aspects 

concerning the clients’ behavior for the purpose of RLs improvements. 

As the first, more significant part, it deals with the measured data archiving to 

the XML (eXtensible Markup Language) data format. The XML is a markup 

language that defines a set of rules for encoding documents in a format that is 

both human-readable and machine-readable. The design goals emphasize the 

simplicity, generality, and usability across the Internet. It is a textual data format 

with a strong support via Unicode (standard for the text encoding, representation 

and handling) for different human languages. The design focuses on documents, 

but the language is widely used for working with the data structures such as 

those used in web services [44], hence it is the optimal data format. 

 For the DAM implementation, the Microsoft XML Core Services (MSXML) 

was exploited to speed up its development. The MSXML provides a set of the 

services allowing developers to design and build high-performance XML based 

applications. It provides a high level of interoperability with other applications, 

which adhere to the XML 1.0 standard in realized projects. 

The MSXML APIs are represented by the COM (Component Object Model) 

objects used programmatically in source codes. Developers can program against 

MSXML objects from C++ or from scripting languages as JScript and VBScript. 

Like all the COM and MSXML objects are programmatically instantiated by 

CLSID (globally unique identifier) or programmatic identifier. 

The DAM module was coded in C++, directly in the MS source codes by 

using the MFC wrapper as a part of the MSXML. The wrapper provides a 

simplified interface to Microsoft’s XML DLL. This library makes it easy to 

write the MFC code that loads an XML document into memory as a tree 

structure, modifies the XML tree and saves it back to a disk as the file. 

The XML data format for archiving is based on the implementation standard 

called DOM (Document Object Model). The DOM takes the complete XML 

document and transforms it into a node tree that can be accessed at will by the 

application. The node tree closely mirrors the document itself and, since the 
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complete document is in memory, random searches are allowed. The next DOM 

feature is that it guarantees the document is “well-formed” when saving it. This 

is possible because the details of the syntax are hidden from developers. 

 The used Microsoft’s DOM is contained in the library msxml.dll and is 

installed as a part of the Internet Explorer 5 and later. Microsoft continually 

updates their MSXML because of the dynamics of the W3C (World Wide Web 

Consortium) specifications and they add new features. 

 In the DAM module, the Microsoft’s MSXML 3 was deployed. All the 

functionality and features are contained in the library msxml3.dll. This DLL has 

the MFC wrapper class called CXmlIF to make it more manageable for the 

application developers. The CXmlIF is implemented in the C++ source code 

files XmlIF.h and XmlIF.cpp [45] included in the MS project. 

When the CXmlIF object is constructed (instantiated), its member method 

CXmlIF::Initialize()is called. It is used to initialize the COM library 

through CoInitialize()and to create an instance of the DOM Document 

object, IXMLDOMDocument, that is returned through the interface pointer  

m_pDoc using the COM method CoCreateInstance(). There is used the flag, 

m_bInitialized, to determine if the construction is successful and if the 

document object pointer is valid for the usage. 

When all the experiment data are accumulated and inserted to the XML tree 

structure, the document saving is performed to an xml file. There is called the 

method CXmlIF::SaveDocument(const char* szURL) that saves the content 

of the DOM object pointed to by m_pDoc to the specified file. 

The destructor calls UnInitialize() to clean up when the CXmlIF object is 

destroyed (removed from the dynamic memory) before the MS shutdown. 

As previously mentioned, the DOM represents a node hierarchy of the XML 

document. Such the generated document can contain a prolog, body and epilog. 

The DAM’s XML files contain the prolog <?xml version="1.0"?> that is a 

processing instruction node placed at the beginning of  the file. 

The top node of the document is appropriately named the “document node.” 

The body of the XML document contains all the meat. There is just one node at 

the top of the body. All other nodes are descendants of this node. In fact, the 

node at the top of the body is a descendent of the document node. 
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When the client starts the measurement, data are being gathered (scanned) 

from the attached metes/probes and devices. The CXmlIF object is created and 

initialized, then the descending nodes (children) are being created and respective 

data are being inserted to these nodes. This process starts by calling the method 

CXmlIF::CreateChild()using the node name as the first argument. The XML 

file formation is listed in Figure 38, focused on the CXmlIF object construction, 

and all the document variables and nodes declaration before the archiving. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 38 Implementation of the DAM module that constructs the  

CXmlIF object with its variables and nodes in the source code  

file ServerListeningSocket.cpp to create the xml file 
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The data archiving process is performed in the loop located in the respective 

sections, according to the RL types (slow and fast experiment), which are coded 

in the ServerListeningSocket.cpp file. The archiving section used for the fast 

experiment is listed in Figure 39 that presents a creation of the descending node 

to which is inserted a new record (row) with the row number, current time and 

measured data pin read in the respective meter. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As mentioned, the MS handles specific messages to communicate with clients 

to monitor and control the RL rig. These messages are conceived for different 

operational purposes. They are received and sent when the RL starts, initializes 

all its components and performs the measurement. Each message has a unique 

 
Figure 39 Implementation of the data archiving process to create the descending  

node “row” to which is inserted a new record with the row number “name”,  

current time step “time” and measured data pin “value” read the meter 
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identifier distinguished by the MS before producing the corresponding client’s 

action. All the messages are represented by the following command: 

 COMMAND_START_EXPERIMENT - It obtains details about the slow 

experiment when it started its running. 

 COMMAND_STOP_EXPERIMENT - It obtains details about the slow 

experiment when it stopped its running. 

 COMMAND_READ_EXPERIMENT - It obtains measured data form the 

slow experiment when the client demands. 

 COMMAND_BURST_EXPERIMENT - It obtains measured data form the 

fast experiment when the client demands. 

 COMMAND_IS_EXPERIMENT_RUNNING - It obtains current measured 

data coming from the slow experiment. 

 COMMAND_READ_FAST_LOG - It obtains the measured data from the 

high frequency process for a selected device. 

 COMMAND_MEASURE_DEVICE_VALUE - It gains the value measured 

from a selected device available in the devices list. 

 COMMAND_SET_DEVICE_VALUE - It sets the value that controls a 

selected device available in the devices list. 

 COMMAND_GET_SOURCE_DEVICE_HANDLE - It obtains the device 

handlers stated for the reading measured data. 

 COMMAND_GET_DESTINATION_DEVICE_HANDLE - It obtains the 

device handlers stated for the writing control values. 

 COMMAND_GET_CONNECTED_CLIENT - It returns the client details. 

 COMMAND_GET_QUEUE - It obtains the list of all connected clients. 

 COMMAND_LIST_DEVICES - It obtains the list of involved devices. 

 COMMAND_LIST_EXPERIMENTS - It obtains the list of experiments. 

 COMMAND_DELAY_FLUSH - It activates the data flushing delay. 

 COMMAND_QUERY _POS - It obtains the position of an active client. 

 COMMAND_READ_LOG - It reads the history data for a selected device. 

 COMMAND_EXIT - It terminates the client’s connection. 
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The DAM creates the CXmlIF object when a new client connects to the RL 

and sends initial messages from the web page. Important details (status and 

configuration) about the RL are stored to this object. There are details about the 

connected client, attached physical modules and preset settings to set all widgets 

displayed on the web page. The UML (Unified Modeling Language) activity 

diagram depicted in Figure 40 presents the case of sending the client’s message 

COMMAND_BURST_EXPERIMENT to perform a measurement on the rig of 

the fast experiment with the enabled data archiving to the xml file. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 40 Activity diagram of the archiving process performed when 

the client’s message “COMMAND_BURST_EXPERIMENT” is sent  

to the MS to save data from the fast experiment to the file 
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As the example, the 1401151608361003.xml file archiving measured data is 

presented in Figure 41 that includes the data structure and the respective selected 

branch attributes. The filename is consisted of the date and time stamp of the 

performed measurement, client’s identifier and sequence identifier. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Further example of the archive file is introduced in Figure 42 that exposes a 

content of the 1506161040530410.xml file presenting the particular branches as 

the subsection elements. The file content is highlighted by the colored lines to 

distinguish respective subsections in the data structure. 

The DAM module also has the user interface that provides activating of the 

direct connection to the data warehouse and the file deletion after dispatching. It 

allows setting the IP address, port number, account name and password to 

establish the communication with the data warehouse. The user interface is 

presented in Figure 43 as the XML section residing in the Diagnosis dialog box 

belonging the MS’s GUI used for the general setup. 

 
Figure 41 Example of the XML file that is generated by the DAM’s functions; the file 

covers the measured data, metadata and control values affecting the measurement.  

The viewer presents the three panels, the Attributes panel showing attributes  

 of the “experiment” branch, the XML source panel listing the  

data structure and the branches tree panel 
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Figure 43  Example setup of the user interface that presents the 

XML parameters used for the direct connection to the  

data warehouse to dispatch xml files 

 

 
Figure 42 Example of the XML structure that presents the 1506161040530410.xml file 

to point out the subsection elements. The file comes from the RL “Transients in RLC 

circuits”. The content is highlighted by the colored lines to distinguish particular  

subsections; the identical colored line pairs indicate subsections at  

the same level. The yellow elements, “control” and “observation”,  

expose the control value and two measured buffers 
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The DAM also provides a component for the clients’ activities logging. The 

component is responsible for continuous writing events reporting activities of 

the connected clients. The MS assigns a unique identifier for every client to 

distinguish his activities. These events are being saved to the Users.log file for 

all the time the client is connected to the system. 

The clients’ activities logging process is designed to run in several sections of 

the MS to log respective events. It is deployed in the section where the clients 

connect/disconnect or change their status. Further logging process is involved in 

the section for clients’ interventions (changing slider positions, button states and 

other widgets to control the experiment or modify options). 

When a new client successfully connects to the MS, the logging component 

makes a record (date, time, IP address and client’s unique identifier) about this 

event to the Users.log file as shown in Figure 44 that presents this activity 

through the C++ code residing in the ServerListeningSocket.cpp file. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Further important activity is the logging process of the clients’ interventions 

performed during the experimentation. These events are especially interesting 

for the RL designers in the didactical aspects. 

When the client changes a value (for example, sets a motor speed or position) 

that is available on the web page by using the respective slider, all these changes 

 
Figure 44 Section of the clients’ activities logging process implemented in the 

ServerListeningSocket.cpp source code file that is activated when the client  

connects to the MS to make a record of this event to the Users.log file 
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are continuously recorded to the Users.log file. This client’s activity is presented 

in Figure 45, as the C++ code located in the ServerListeningSocket.cpp file, to 

make one record (date, time, client’s unique identifier, device name and new 

device value) that is finally saved to the file. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Furthermore, the component for the clients’ activities logging is able to record 

events incoming from the MS functioning like its startup, shutdown, loaded 

device plugins and data pins allocated in the experiment. 

The example record stored in the Users.log file is presented in Figure 46 that 

exposes the date and time stamp, client’s unique identifier assigned when he is 

connected to distinguish his activities. There are also the records “sets device” 

indicating the changed parameters for the real and simulated process. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 45 Section of the clients’ activities logging process that is located in the 

ServerListeningSocket.cpp source code file activated when the client changes  

a device value to make one event record saved to the Users.log file 

 

 
Figure 46 Example record of the clients’ activities located  

in the Users.log file to archive to the data warehouse 
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The clients’ activities logging component has the respective user interface to 

provide activating of the connection to the data warehouse. Furthermore, it 

allows setting the IP address, port number, account name and password placed 

for the communication with the data warehouse. The last included parameter is 

defined for the dispatching periodicity as introduced in Figure 47. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Summary of the subchapter “6.1 Data archiving and logging module”: This 

subchapter fulfils the goal No. 1 and 2. The remote laboratories produce 

excessive, even big data, produced by measured ones, which are generated by 

measuring process and clients’ activities data that should be stored for the later 

recovery and processing. This constitutes the improvement in the intelligent 

version of the Measureserver unit. The novelty and the scientific approach rest 

in the use of XML data output for the online analysis. 

6.2 First level diagnostics module 

The second task of the doctoral thesis was to design and implement the 

module called MUD (Measureserver unit diagnostics) used as the first level 

diagnostics. The module provides to RL administrators information to ensure the 

MS functioning with the aim of avoiding or reducing occasional failures caused 

by various influences. The MUD also has a self-recovery mechanism to recover 

the MS functioning after failure events. The typical failure is caused by attached 

device plugins, which can suddenly stop communicating with their ADDA 

interface cards or physical modules. The diagnostics is optional that can be 

disabled to avoid the compatibility conflict with older experiments. 

 
Figure 47 Example setup of the user interface that presents 

 the LOG parameters used for configuring of the 

clients’ activities logging component 
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The MUD concept is based on the checking operational sections (blocks) 

inside the MS core including limited corrections when the evaluating conditions 

detect failure states in the checked sections. This module is consisting of two 

internal components working independently in different threads (sequence of the 

instructions, which can be executed in the application concurrently with other 

such sequences). These threads work continuously as the background processes, 

which include many functions to complete specific tasks. 

6.2.1 Notifying thread component 

The first built component called RlmsNotifyingThread is responsible for the 

notification process that periodically monitors the MS functioning. If the MS 

status is detected okay (it works properly), the MUD dispatches the notification 

message "Measureserver is running" to the diagnostic server (DS). This is a 

superior server that processes all the messages incoming from the MS and sends 

back commands to request for the RL status or to recover the operation. In case 

of the mentioned notification message, the DS identifies this message and 

exposes as the three lights semaphore placed on every web page of the RLs in 

the REMLABNET. The semaphore is especially useful for connected clients 

who can see three colors on it; the red one indicates the RL is unavailable, the 

orange indicates it is reserved and the green signalizes it is ready to use. 

The MUD generates all messages in the same text format before dispatching 

to uniquely distinguish them in the DS. Each message includes a time stamp and 

additional identifiers, which are placed in square parenthesis, intended for the 

parsing purposes; these identifying items are listed below: 

1. [DATE] - current date, 

2. [TIME] - current time, 

3. [MAC] - network card’s MAC (Media Access Control) address, 

4. [IP] - computer’s IP (Internet Protocol) address, 

5. [COMPUTER NAME] - computer name (identifier), 

6. [EXPERIMENT NAME] - experiment name (identifier), 

7. [MESSAGE CODE] - unique message code (number), 

8. [MESSAGE LENGTH] - total message length (number), 

9. [MESSAGE TEXT] - action/event occurrence description. 
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The diagnostic messages are created and formatted as text strings by the 

function GetDiagnosticMessage(int Code, CString Text)that is located 

in the MeasureServerDlg.cpp file. The message "Measureserver is running" is 

generated with the appended items and dispatched to the DS where it has the 

following form intelligible for the RL administrators: 

[10.05.2017] [15:20:30] [7A-79-19-25-10-1C] [192.168.1.100] [LAB] [RLC] 

[0] [114] [Measureserver is running]. 

This notification message is processed separately by the DS that receives it 

periodically. If the MS stops dispatching this notification by reason of its crash 

or disconnection, then the DS qualifies this inactivity and sets a red color on the 

client’s semaphore after some time. The message dispatching is realized by 

using the CAsyncSocket object to ensure an asynchronous communication with 

the DS. Shortly to explain, the object’s class encapsulates the Windows Socket 

API providing an object-oriented abstraction to use such sockets in conjunction 

with the MFC during the application development. 

The component represented by the RlmsNotifyingThread function is exposed 

in Figure 48 that shows periodic dispatching of the notification message. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 48 Source code of the RlmsNotifyingThread function located in  

the MeasureServerDlg.cpp file to create and dispatch the notification  

message “Measureserver is running” to the DS for the analysis 
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6.2.2 Operating thread component 

The second component build in the MUD is called RlmsOperatingThread 

used for various diagnosing operations in the MS core. This component is 

implemented as a function running periodically to process all messages. 

This specific function is designed for three targets. The first implemented 

target is responsible for the dispatching of the generated diagnostic messages to 

the DS for the analysis and the distribution to other subsystems. For this 

purpose, there is used the MUD’s outbound queue in which the all messages are 

continuously accumulated before the dispatchment. 

The second target is focused on receiving the messages from the DS as the 

commands to accomplish prescribed actions. There is also used a queue, called 

as the MUD’s inbound queue, in which are cumulated in sequence all the 

commands incoming from the DS interface. 

The third target deals with the accomplishment of the commands residing in 

the MUD’s inbound queue to deliver status information to the RL administrators 

through the DS interface. These commands provide the following actions: 

1. accept - It returns the message “RLMS connection accepted” to inform 

about the MS activity whether it runs correctly. 

2. update - It returns the message “Experiment report updated” with the one 

of the following messages, “Experiment is idle”, “Experiment is running” 

or “Experiment is reserved” to inform about the experiment status. 

3. restart - It performs that the MS restarts itself and then it returns back the 

message “Measureserver restarted” to inform about the restart. 

4. reboot - It performs that the computer reboots itself and then it returns 

back the message “Computer rebooted” to inform about the reboot. 

5. stop - It performs that the MS stops running to finish the experiment to 

make the rig’s modules maintenance or recovery. 

6. detect - It returns the message “Hardware modules detection updated” 

with the one of the following messages, the message list of attached 

physical modules, “Hardware modules detection disabled” or “Hardware 

modules detection not present” to inform about the status and setup of 

physical modules. This command relates to the second level diagnostics 

that is discussed at some length in the next subchapter. 
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Each command can be accompanied by an IP address as the parameter that 

determines which RL is concerned to obtain status information from, or to 

perform required actions on it. If there is not entered the IP address, then all the 

RLs (connected to the DS) accomplish the incoming commands. 

When the RL administrator dispatches a requiring command to the RL 

through the GUI (installed on the DS to manage the experiments), then the 

MUD receives and processes it. As an example, the formed and dispatched 

command “update 10.20.54.66” triggers the action shown in Figure 49. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Further example, the formed and dispatched command “restart 10.20.54.66” 

triggers the action shown in Figure 50 to perform the MS restart for the purpose 

of the RL recovery. This command can be triggered manually by the RL 

administrator or automatically by the DS based on the incoming notification 

message “Measureserver is running” if it stops notifying for a longer time. 

 
Figure 49 Source code of the ”update” command that is triggered by the RL 

administrator from the DS interface to obtain an experiment status; as 

 the  first, it returns the message header “Experiment report updated”  

followed by the one of the messages “Experiment is running”,  

“Experiment is idle” or “Experiment is reserved” 
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As mentioned, the MUD is consisted of the two components (functions), 

RlmsNotifyingThread and RlmsOperatingThread, which work as the threads 

running concurrently in the MS core. They are both started periodically in the 

member method VOID CMeasureServerDlg::OnTimer(UINT TimerVal)in 

the CMeasureServerDlg object. The UML activity diagram shown in Figure 51 

presents the RlmsOperatingThread functioning. There are involved the three 

sequential operations in this function; the messages dispatching, the commands 

receiving and the commands accomplishment with notification. 

 
Figure 50 Source code of the “restart” command triggered by the RL administrator  

from the DS interface to restart the MS functioning to recover the experiment; it 

returns the message “Measureserver restarted”, then the MS restarts itself 
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The first level diagnostics encapsulates and starts one important function that 

is an integral part of the second level diagnostics described at full length in the 

next subchapter. The function is located in the RlmsOperatingThread component 

to detect and monitor the ISES modules connected and to dispatch messages 

about status information to the DS for their maintenance. 

As the example, the “update” command dispatched from the DS to MS unit 

causes that the MS sends back the list of complex information describing the 

respective experiment as shown in Figure 52 There is primarily delivered the 

 
Figure 51 Activity diagram of the RlmsOperatingThread component 

that involves three main operations; the messages dispatching, the 

commands receiving and the commands accomplishment 
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data and time stamp of the request, the configuration of connected physical 

modules including attached plugins and registered clients. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The MUD is allowed to configure by the respective user interface. It provides 

the RL administrators the specific parameters to set the connection to the DS 

and to also set the management of notification and faulty messages during the 

operation as presented on the example settings shown in Figure 53. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 52 Example of the “update” command dispatched from the DS to MS unit to 

obtain back the complex information describing the respective experiment 

 
Figure 53 Example settings of the MUD module available  

in the MS unit to configure the direct connection 

 to the DS and the messaging process 
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The notification and faulty messages, which are generated by occurred events, 

and the involved commands for the management are listed in Figure 54. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 54 Notification and faulty messages generated by the MS unit when 

 events occur and the control commands coming from the DS to use for  

the management of the unit in case of problems or updates 
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Summary of the subchapter “6.2 First level diagnostics module”: This 

subchapter deals with the goal No. 3. The diagnostics of remote laboratories is 

not to be found, to our knowledge, in any published laboratory, irrespective of 

the fact of its importance. The first level diagnostics serves to inform the client 

about general function of the respective remote laboratory. It is based on 

checking the consistency of the function of every plugins and drivers, signaled 

by the “traffic lights”. This constitutes the improvement in the intelligent version 

of the Measureserver unit. The novelty and the scientific approach rest in the 

use of real-time checking of the critical points of the units in question. 

6.3 Second level diagnostics module 

The third task of this doctoral thesis was to design and realize the module 

called PMD (physical modules diagnostics) used as the second level diagnostics. 

The module provides the RL administrators the features to detect and monitor 

the ISES physical modules (meters, sensors, probes and devices) connected to 

the rig to prevent their failures or disconnections during the measurement. 

The physical modules are used to obtain the quantities of electric current and 

voltage, temperature, speed, sound, etc. They are connected to the ISES control 

board used as a central board of the RL rig. As the primary aim, the PMD was 

implemented to detect and determine a kind of the added (attached) module and 

its configuration, like the number of data channels and sensing range. 

The detection principle is based on the periodical testing of input and output 

ports built in the ISES control board where the physical modules are connected 

as exchangeable devices. The ADDA conversion is realized by the PCI 1202 

interface card via the driver between the MS and the ISES control board. When 

any physical module is connected, re-connected or removed from the port, then 

the appropriate technique to update the status is activated. 

The physical modules have 15 pins connector (CAN-15) intended to connect 

channels (A-F) built in the ISES control panel (if used ISES PCI Professional) 

and every connector disposes of six reserved pins for the detection of the 

connected physical module. The reserved pins are settled as two triplets 

numbered 4, 5, 6 and 9, 10, 11. It means, there are six bits used for the detecting 

purposes. These pins are under the voltage in the range between 0 and +5V. 

Every triplet is connected to the reserved pin of a 37 pins connector (CAN-37) 

through the separate resistor ladder with three resistors. The communication 
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between the ISES control board and the RL computer is realized by a cable from 

the CAN-37 to the PCI 1202 interface card. 

The first triplet is defined as the upper part status and the second one is called 

the lower part status. Current values of both statuses are continuously read by 

the respective functions on the CAN-37 through the PCI 1202 interface card. 

These values, represented by the voltage ranging from 0 to +5V, have to be 

converted to two bytes typed WORD numbers in the range from 2048 to 4095 as 

listed in Table 2 to show measured voltages on the status pins. 

Table 2 Measured voltage on the status pins of the CAN-37 connector and 

their corresponding numeric representation with the tolerances 

 

The physical modules are constructed in principle to have one detecting pin of 

the six ones grounded. When this pin indicates +5V, then it is represented as 

binary 1, and if there is occurred 0V, it is binary 0. If physical module is not 

connected, all the pins constantly indicate +5V. 

The identifiers listed in Table 3 are composed of six bits coming from the 

pins to detect connected physical modules with sensing ranges and units. 

Table 3 Example identifiers required for the detection of the connected 

physical modules from used six pins of the CAN-15 connector 

 

To clarify the identifying process, six used pins of the CAN-37 connector 

numbered as 4, 5, 9, 10, 11 and 12 corresponds to the bits, which are set, for 

example, to 0 0 1 1 1 0, what means the ISES manometer is connected. 
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The obtained (measured) analog values of the respective physical quantity 

then correspond to the bit combination assigned by the mask part to create the 

physical module identifier as shown in Table 4. 

Table 4 Measured values represented in the bits form and their assignment  

to the mask parts to create the unique physical modules identifiers 

 

The detection of a physical module is performed separately on every channel 

according to the following algorithmic steps: 

1. Measurement - The upcoming signal is measured on the status pins of 

required channel (A-F) on the CAN-37 connector to obtain the lower and 

the upper part of the identifying information. 

2. First conversion - Both the obtained parts are converted (recalculated) to 

the range from 2048 to 4095 as the WORD numbers. 

3. Second conversion - Both the WORD numbers are converted to the 

corresponding three bits (binary digits) form with taking account of 

predefined tolerances as listed in Table 2. 

4. First assignment - The two gained binary numbers are assigned to the 

respective mask as listed in Table 4. 

5. Second assignment - The built six bits number is finally found in the 

Module32.map database file to assign and detect the physical module that 

is attached to the CAN-15 connector. 

The PMD includes the detecting functions, which accept the channel numbers 

as input parameters belonging to the PCI 1202 interface card. They correspond 

to the appropriate pin on the CAN-37connector as listed in Table 5. 
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Table 5 Status pins of the physical modules belonging to the CAN-37 

connector (values listed in the brackets are the channel numbers accepted by the 

detection functions as the inputs parameters to generate current status) 

 

The PMD is able to provide all the technical parameters of particular physical 

modules connected to the CAN-15 ports in cooperation with the Module32.map 

database file. The RL administrators can comfortably monitor the updated list of 

the physical modules displayed in the concerned GUI containing additional 

details. If any physical module, defined in the psc file, fails during its operation 

by the reason of unexpected disconnection or even destruction caused by strokes 

or vibrations, then the PMD detects this anomaly and dispatches it to the 

modules list in the GUI and to the DS interface to analyze. 

The PMD is consisted of several components deployed on different places of 

the MS structure and attached plugins. As the main, there is implemented the 

HwmdsDetectingThread component responsible for the detection process. 

When the MS is started up, and the PMD is enabled, afterwards the PMD 

performs the initial physical modules detection by the member function 

bool CSinglePluginLibrary::query_detection_info 

    (BOOL OnlyDriverDetection, 

     BOOL OnlyBoardDetection, 

     UINT *pBoardType, 

     CString *pConfigName, 

     WORD *IdentifiersArray, 

     FLOAT *ValuesArray) 

that returns whether the attached PCI1202CardPlugin.ldp has the detection 

algorithm implemented in its core. If it is true, then the respective timer is 

activated to periodically trigger the HwmdsDetectingThread to monitor all the 

connected physical modules and to generate status information. 
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6.3.1 Detecting thread component 

This component is handled as the function running in a separate tread, and 

includes the functions directly connected to the PCI1202CardPlugin.ldp to work 

with the physical modules. As mentioned, it is triggered periodically by a timer 

located in the timer object together with the MUD’s components. 

The HwmdsDetectingThread implements the member function 

bool CMeasureServerDlg::DetectHardwareModules() 

that calls the query_detection_info function (it is the same function called when 

the MS starts up). This function belongs to the CSinglePluginLibrary object and 

directly communicates with the attached ScriptablePlugin2.ldp plugin from 

which, after conditions checking, it calls the function 

extern "C" bool __stdcall EXPORT LDPDetectionInfo 

    (VOID *const PluginContext, 

     BOOL OnlyDriverDetection, 

     BOOL OnlyBoardDetection, 

     UINT *pBoardType, 

     CString *pConfigName, 

     WORD *IdentifiersArray, 

     FLOAT *ValuesArray) 

and after several checking operations, it calls the function 

extern "C" void __stdcall EXPORT LDPDetection 

    (VOID *const PluginContext, 

     BOOL OnlyBoardDetection, 

     UINT *pBoardType, 

     WORD *IdentifiersArray, 

     FLOAT *ValuesArray) 

located in the PCI1202CardPlugin.ldp plugin checking the current status of all 

the CAN-15 ports and updates internal buffers (for five channels A-E, or for six 

channels A-F). The source code listed in Figure 55 implements the detection 

algorithm for every port (channel) in the LDPDetection function. 

Further important operation is accomplished by the function 

int CMeasureServerDlg::HardwareModuleActivity 

    (WORD &ModuleIdentifier, 

     WORD &PrevModuleIdentifier, 

     INT Channel) 
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that is responsible for a generation of the activity codes from the updated 

internal buffers, which identify activities on every CAN-15 port as follows: 

 Code 0 - No change, 

 Code 1 - Undefined, 

 Code 2 - Just connected, 

 Code 3 - Just disconnected, 

 Code 4 - Just/still wrong reference, 

 Code 5 - Connected and wrong reference, 

 Code 6 - Disconnected and wrong reference. 

Finally, to complete the detection process, there is called the function 

CString CMeasureServerDlg::HardwareModuleActivityMessage 

    (INT ActivityCode, 

     WORD ModuleIdentifier, 

     INT Channel) 

that is constructed to generate and format the diagnostic message reporting 

about the status of every CAN-15 port after performing one detection cycle. 

Such the diagnostic message contains whether the port is empty or hosts some 

physical module. If there is detected a physical module, the diagnostic message 

 
Figure 55 Source code of the detection algorithm in 

the LDPDetection function to generate status 
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provides the engaged port, module name, module identifier, measured unit, 

measurement range (minimum and maximum) and current status. 

Each message indicates one of the status information as: 1) Undefined, 2) Just 

connected, 3) Just disconnected, 4) Connected with the wrong reference, or  

5) Disconnected with the wrong reference, else 6) Detected the empty port. 

The source code snippet of the HwmdsDetectingThread component (function) 

listed in Figure 56 presents the main detecting and reporting process. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 56 Source code snippet of the HwmdsDetectingThread component to 

detect the physical modules and the generation of diagnostic messages 
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The generated and formatted diagnostic messages are lastly dispatched in 

sequence to the DS to store in its local database for the analysis. 

Except the mentioned periodical detection process, there is also possible to 

dispatch the command detect (optionally accompanied by an IP address) from 

the RL administrator to obtain the current status list of the CAN-15 ports. This 

command is processed in the RlmsOperatingThread that calls the function 

CString CMeasureServerDlg::GetHardwareModuleStatus 

    (INT Channel) 

to provide the diagnostic message for every CAN-15 port that comprises the 

used port, module name, module identifier, measured unit, measurement range 

and current value. As an example, when the RL administrator dispatches the 

command “detect 10.20.54.66”, then there is triggered the action of the physical 

modules detection in the RlmsOperatingThread as shown in Figure 57. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 57 Source code of the “detect” command triggered by the RL 

administrator to perform a detection of the connected physical  

modules and to provide the current status list 
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The PMD is designed to identify the detected physical modules by using the 

reference list of all the ISES modules, which can be connected to the system. 

This concept is important because the LDPDetection function generates and 

returns the 6-bit identifiers only, which are then associated with more details 

about detected physical modules, like their entire names, measurement ranges 

and units. This assigning operation is accomplished (based on the query and the 

timer) in the components RlmsOperatingThread and HwmdsDetectingThread. 

These physical modules details (records) are stored in the Modules.txt file that is 

loaded into the internal buffer inside the MS during its startup. The file currently 

contains 58 records and it can be extended, if required to add a new physical 

module. Each stored record has the following items and sequence: 

6-bit identifier; module name; minimum; maximum; unit. 

The list presented in Figure 58 shows a piece of the Modules.txt file that is 

parsed by the MS to make module references for the detection process. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For example, the MUD dispatcher generates and delivers to the DS user 

interface the periodical notifications related to the MS running and the status 

messages about the connected physical module as listed in Figure 59. 

 
Figure 58 Exemplary piece of the physical modules list  

stored in the Modules.txt file used for the detection 
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As the next example, if the RL administrator demands the current status of 

connected physical modules, then he must enter and dispatch the command 

“detect 10.20.54.66” to the MS unit. After a short time, the MS’s PMD returns 

the complete list to the DS user interface as shown in Figure 60. 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 60 Example of the detailed list presenting the current status of connected  

physical modules to the respective ports on the ISES PCI control board 

 
Figure 59 Example of the MUD records; correctly 

running (gray), two failed (red); A) setup changed 

caused by the range of amperemeter, and B) one 

amperemeter was disconnected 
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The MS provides the RL administrator the PMD user interface that allows 

monitoring the complete status of the CAN-15 ports. There is an option to preset 

the referential physical modules and to change the measurement ranges. The 

configuration and changes are stored to the specific diagnostic file. The user 

interface presenting the exemplary settings is shown in Figure 61. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Summary of the subchapter “6.3 Second level diagnostics module”: This 

subchapter deals with the goal No. 4. The diagnostics of remote laboratories on 

this level is not to be found, to our knowledge, in any published laboratory, 

irrespective of the fact of its importance. The second level diagnostics serves to 

check the conformity of the physical hardware compared with the standard 

setup. The checking results, when providing negative results, are forwarded to 

the remote laboratory provider to recover experiment. This constitutes the 

improvement in the intelligent version of the Measureserver unit. The novelty 

and the scientific approach rest in the use of guarding all parameters of 

physical modules as the function, its range, polarity and signal overload. 

6.4 Embedded real-world phenomena simulation module 

Simulations play an increasingly important role in the way of teaching or 

doing science. This is especially true in education, where computers are being 

used more often as a way to make lectures more attractive to users, and to help 

them achieve deeper understanding of the subject being taught. 

This subchapter deals with the design and implementation of the module 

called EPS (embedded real-world phenomena simulation) as the last task of the 

 
Figure 61 Example settings of the PMD user interface to present the involved 

referential physical modules and detected information with current status 
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doctoral thesis. The EPS components are described for more detail in the next 

sections to elucidate its concept shown in Figure 62 and functioning. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The EPS can run concurrently together with the real experiment on the 

client’s web page. It is the optional module that can be disabled, if not needed, 

in the psc script by using the specific variable. 

The MS can use basic mathematical functions, like a sine, cosine, arc sine and 

arc cosine, which are supplied by the ScriptablePlugin2.ldp to use then for 

internal calculations or for displaying on the client’s web page. The EPS extends 

the MS’s library of mathematical functions. It provides the RL designers 

advanced numerical function as the solvers to deal with ordinary differential 

equations (ODEs). There is created the EPS interface to parse and process the 

first and second order ODE in the analytical form [46] to calculate its solution 

through the specific iterative functions placed in the psc script. 

 
Figure 62 Concept of the EPS module that is implemented in four different 

components; 1) the MS unit to host this module, 2) psc control file to place  

the respective integrator, 3) evolution file to calculate the rate, 4) web  

page on the client’s side to visualize the simulation process 
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The EPS interface was designed to exploit the Lua programming language to 

simply enter (specify) the ODE analytical form coded and saved to the plain text 

file, called Simulation.lua as the input setting for the solver. The Lua is a 

lightweight multi-paradigm programming language that is primarily intended for 

embedded systems and clients. The Lua is cross-platform, since it is written in 

the ANSI C, and has a relatively simple C API. It is a language for extending 

software applications to meet the increasing demand for customization at the 

time. This programming concept provides the basic facilities of most procedural 

programming languages, but more complicated or domain-specific features were 

not included; rather, it includes mechanisms for extending the language that 

allows programmers to implement such features. The Lua designers focus on the 

improving its speed, portability, extensibility and ease of use [47]. 

The initial idea of ODEs entering and passing the solver was taken from the 

Easy Java/JavaScript Simulations (EjsS) environment. At a glance, the EjsS is a 

free authoring tool written in the Java programming language that helps 

involved non-programmers to design and create interactive simulations in the 

Java or Javascript, mainly for the teaching or learning purposes. The EjsS has 

been developed by Francisco Esquembre and is a part of the Open Source 

Physics project [48]. As the example, based on this idea, the analytical form of 

second order ODE can be adjusted (algebraic expression editing) and entered on 

separate lines to process by the solver as shown in Figure 63. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 63 Adjustment and entry of the second order ODE to a readable 

form processed by the EjsS as the basic idea used for entering  

such the mathematical expressions to the EPS interface 
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The Simulation.lua file contains input parameters (coefficients), which are 

declared in the upper part as local variables (including their initializations) with 

unique 8-bit identifiers to distinguish particular coefficients by the EPS handling 

them from the MS core. These coefficients affect the ODE solution during the 

simulation. Further definitions represent the first and second derivative of a 

function of a real variable (rate) built as the following functions: 

1. function d1x(t, x, v)- returns the value of first derivative, 

2. function d2x(t, x, v)- returns the value of second derivative. 

These two functions are involved at the most in the file because the EPS is 

able to handle and solve first and second order ODEs only. It means, when the 

second order ODE is entered and validated, the d1x function is called as the first 

to return the value of the first derivative. This resulting value can be inserted to 

the d2x function as a part of the rate (right side expression) to calculate and 

return the value of the second derivative. Both the functions are called in a loop 

based on the maximum simulation time and time step defined in the psc script to 

obtain the solution (evolution) for the given time. The example, based on the 

introduced idea from the EjsS environment, presents the analytical form of the 

second order ODE (Figure 63) that is manually coded in the Simulation.lua file 

constituted as the evolution component shown in Figure 64. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The used second order ODE (Figure 63) is constructed from the Kirchhoff’s 

voltage law. The file header section contains a declaration of the required 

 
Figure 64 Example of the Simulation.lua file that contains the declared 

and initialized coefficients R1, R2, RL, L and C, and the function dx1  

and dx2 taking the second order ODE to calculate the rate 
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coefficients (R1, R2, RL, L and C) accompanied by their unique 8-bit identifiers 

(for example, #10000000), which are engaged as the actuating instructions used 

by the EPS algorithms to set/change demanded values in respective variables. 

The dx1 function is used to return the real value of the variable v after its 

differentiation. Afterwards, the dx2 function performs a differentiation of the 

variable x and the variable v (again, to reach the second derivative) and then 

returns the current damped voltage at time t incremented in the psc script. 

 The EPS handles the Simulation.lua file in four objects to read declared 

coefficients and to initialize and run the dx1 and dx2 functions. The objects 

represent the numerical integration functions (integrators) used to implement the 

simulation process by manual coding in the psc script; these objects are: 

1. ScriptMEODE1Integrator, 

2. ScriptMEODE2Integrator, 

3. ScriptRK4ODE1Integrator, 

4. ScriptRK4ODE2Integrator. 

The listed objects are divided into two groups based on the applied numerical 

methods called Modified Euler and Fourth Order Runge-Kutta. They are used to 

solve the first and second order ODEs. The mentioned order is indicated by the 

number 1 or 2 contained in the object’s name (ODE1 and ODE2). These two 

groups including their numerical methods and function identifiers applicable in 

the psc script are described in the following subchapters. 

6.4.1 Modified Euler integrator 

It is the ScriptMEODExIntegrator component that represents two integrators 

using the Modified Euler method. This is not so precise method (less suitable for 

the simulation) but it was implemented because of the didactical purposes. 

The Modified Euler algorithm 

This method provides the approximate numerical solution of the initial value 

problem                 subject to the initial condition                       with the step 

size    that is obtained from the algorithm 

 

for                    , where                        . 

(1) 
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The estimate of          is performed by the two-stage algorithm implemented as 

predictor-corrector; first step is the predictor 

 

and second step is the corrector 

 

The first step gives the estimate of     at       . This action is used to predict the 

first guess           that is calculated to obtain an estimate of the average     over 

the interval    . The second step then corrects the estimate of          [49]. 

The Modified Euler integrators are exposed in the psc script as functions with 

parameters; the first function represents the first order ODE integrator 

void meode1integrator 

    (DOUBLE t0, 

     DOUBLE tmax, 

     DOUBLE dt, 

     DOUBLE ti, 

     DOUBLE xi, 

     DOUBLE &tf, 

     DOUBLE &xf) 

and the second function implements the second order ODE integrator 

void meode2integrator 

    (DOUBLE t0, 

     DOUBLE tmax, 

     DOUBLE dt, 

     DOUBLE ti, 

     DOUBLE xi, 

     DOUBLE vi, 

     DOUBLE &tf, 

     DOUBLE &xf, 

     DOUBLE &vf). 

The ScriptMEODE2Integrator object that allows using the meode2integrator 

function in the psc script is introduced in Figure 65. There is exposed the source 

code snippet of the Modified Euler algorithm as the predictor and corrector. 

 

. 

(2) 

(3) 
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6.4.2 Runge-Kutta integrator 

It is the ScriptRK4ODExIntegrator component that represents two integrators 

using the Fourth Order Runge-Kutta method (also called Runge-Kutta 4). This 

method produces a better solution in fewer steps. The numerical method is used 

deliberately because it is suitable for the simulation process. 

The Runge-Kutta 4 algorithm 

This method gives the approximate numerical solution of the initial value 

problem                 subject to the initial condition                      with the step 

length    that is obtained from the following algorithm divided into three steps, 

with                          and                         . 

First step: Calculate 

 

 

 

 

Second step: Calculate 

 

 
Figure 65 Source code of the ScriptMEODE2Integrator object that implements 

the Modified Euler algorithm to obtain the solution; the second order ODE is 

entered in the function dx1 and dx2 in the Simulation.lua file, the variables 

 tmax, dt, ti, xi, vi, tf, xf and vf come from the meode2integrator function 

. 

. 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 
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Third step: The numerical approximation        of the solution                     is 

given by the expression 

 

for                    [50]. 

The Runge-Kutta 4 integrators are also exposed in the psc script as functions 

with parameters; the first function constitutes the first order ODE integrator 

void rk4ode1integrator 

    (DOUBLE t0, 

     DOUBLE tmax, 

     DOUBLE dt, 

     DOUBLE ti, 

     DOUBLE xi, 

     DOUBLE &tf, 

     DOUBLE &xf) 

and the second function provides the second order ODE integrator 

void rk4ode1integrator 

    (DOUBLE t0, 

     DOUBLE tmax, 

     DOUBLE dt, 

     DOUBLE ti, 

     DOUBLE xi, 

     DOUBLE vi, 

     DOUBLE &tf, 

     DOUBLE &xf, 

     DOUBLE &vf). 

Both the integrators are widely used because they yield satisfactory results as 

mentioned. The ScriptRK4ODE2Integrator object that implements and exposes 

the rk4ode2integrator function in the psc script is presented in Figure 66. There 

is showed the source code snippet of the Runge-Kutta 4 algorithm for second 

order ODE to calculate the approximate numerical solution. 

There is important to add the information about executing the d1x and d2x 

functions, which are bound to their namesakes in the Simulation.lua file used by 

every integrator. As cleared up, both the functions (Figure 64) contain the ODE 

analytical form to calculate the rate at time t, and return respective results to 

calling functions. As an example to understand the process of calling and 

, (9) 
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executing the dx1 function (for the dx2 function, it is the same principle), 

located in the Simulation.lua file, is performed in the ScriptRK4ODE2Integrator 

object by the rk4ode1integrator function as shown in Figure 67. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 67 Source code of the ScriptRK4ODE2Integrator object that gives shape  

to the Runge-Kutta 4 algorithm to obtain the solution; the second order ODE is 

entered in the function dx1 and dx2 in the Simulation.lua file, the variables t0, 

tmax, dt, ti, xi, vi, xf and vf come from the rk4ode1integrator function 

 
Figure 66 Source code of the dx1 function that is implemented in 

the ScriptRK4ODE2Integrator object to call the Lua functions  

for pushing particular parameters to the dx1 function and  

calling it in the Simulation.lua file with the rate return 
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6.4.3 Integrator parameters component 

The EPS also handles the Simulation.lua file for the purpose of modifying 

declared coefficients in its header section by using the ScriptIntegratorParameter 

object that is aimed at exposing the function 

void integratorparameter 

    (DOUBLE id,  

     DOUBLE number) 

that is called from the psc script to set a new value to the coefficient with the 

assigned unique identifier (for example, #10000000) formed as 8-bit number. 

The example shown in Figure 68 presents the algorithm to find the input unique 

identifier in the Simulation.lua file. If the identifier is found, then its value is 

replaced by the new one in respective number format. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The RL designer can use the described functions in the psc script to create the 

simulation running together with the real process. The example code introduced 

 
Figure 68 Source code of the ScriptIntegratorParameter object that implements the 

algorithm aimed at finding the input unique identifier in the Simulation.lua  

file and at replacing its value by the new one if the identifier is found 
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in Figure 69 presents the psc script snippet that points to the integratorparameter 

and rk4ode1integrator functions implemented in respective sections (pin_write 

and experiment). The coded structure constitutes the fast experiment including 

three internal blocks (init, on_sample and finalize). The simulation fragments 

are marked by the red text to read better the source code. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The results coming from the simulation process are visualized on the client's 

web page by specific widgets like charts and data tables. There are also available 

the widgets to set and change coefficients involved in the simulation by using 

buttons and sliders. The example presenting a snippet of the source code in 

JavaScript is listed in Figure 70 to implement the widgets on the web page. 

 
Figure 69 Source code of the psc script that presents the simulation; the “pin_write” 

function modifies the variables named “sim_L” and “sim_C” in the psc script and  

the variables identified as “11110000” and “11111000” in the Simulation.lua file  

to set them by the integratorparameter function. The “experiment” section is the  

body of the fast RL to measure voltage by the attached volt-meter and to  

simulate the voltage by the rk4ode1integrator function with parameters 
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As the example, the visualization of the embedded simulation, provided by 

the EPS module, is presented on the web page as shown in Figure 71. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 71 Example of the visualized embedded simulation provided by the EPS 

module that is integrated into the MS unit; it presents the RL “The electric and 

electromagnetic phenomena in the RLC circuit with the variable damping”  

where two colored curves are displayed; 1) blue: measured voltage, and  

2) red: simulated voltage; both the approaches have the same values  

of the input parameters R1, R2, RL, L and C; curves are similar 

 
Figure 70 Example of the source code snippet in JavaScript implementing three 

widgets (red identifiers with their devices): 1) “display_simulation_L” displays  

a current value of the inductor, 2) “slider_simulation_L” sets a new value of  

the inductor, 3) “experiment_graph” plots the simulated voltage in the chart 
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The next example represents the introduced RL, but it slightly differs in the 

setup of the simulated process as displayed in Figure 72. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The last example concerning the mentioned RL demonstrates another 

coefficient adjustment of the simulated process as shown in Figure 73. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The simulation functions can also be deployed in the slow RLs inside the 

sections characteristic for this kind of the experiment concept. Furthermore, the 

simulated data are coupled with the measured data and archived to xml files, and 

finally dispatched to the data warehouse for detailed analyses. 

 
Figure 72 Example of the visualized embedded simulation; the L coefficient differs 

as the orange arrow points out; the curves have unmatched behavior 

 
Figure 73 Example of the visualized embedded simulation; the C coefficient differs 

as the orange arrow points out; the curves have unmatched behavior 
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Summary of the subchapter “6.4 Embedded simulation module of real-world 

phenomena”: This subchapter deals with the goal No. 5. The multi-parameter 

simulation synchronized with the real measured phenomenon is a tool of utmost 

importance, not to be found in published remote laboratories. For the purpose, 

the solver, including ordinary differential equations of basic mathematical 

function has to be built. Clients may compare the measured results with 

theoretical equations and adjust their parameters to learn their impact on final 

results, and to find their correct set. The simulation may be used as a motivation 

tool independently before real measurement as an introductory step for the 

acquaintance with measured phenomenon. This improvement is a major 

contribution to the intelligent version of the Measureserver unit resting in the 

fact of the necessity of sharing priorities of two processes. The novelty and the 

scientific approach rest in the use of the new embedding architecture of two 

concurrently running programs in one Measureserver unit. The synchronization 

is achieved by a specific function to trigger the computation. 
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7. CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE WORK 

The doctoral thesis  tries to improve the ISES remote laboratory usability in 

education and dissemination of scientific knowledge, all that contributes to 

reliability, robustness, scalability, measured and control data storage and its 

processing, diagnostics and tools. For this purpose, we formulate the following 

contributions for the remote laboratories community and researchers. 

The first contribution for the community is the implementation of new 

software modules, built in the Measureserver unit, deployed as the data 

archiving, clients' activities logging, and two level diagnostics to monitor and 

recover physical hardware components. These modules provide required 

functionalities for the REMLABNET platform. 

The second contribution to the researchers in the branch is the possibility to 

have a feedback for remote laboratory operating and eventual improvement. 

This functionality is provided by the detailed analysis of the clients’ activities, 

based on the data, logged during their experimentations. 

The third contribution is to the branch of advanced tools. The embedded 

real-world phenomena simulation, integrated and synchronized with running 

remote laboratories, in the Measureserver unit. Simulation, as a simplified 

version of real experiment maybe used in various combinations with a real 

experiment, as the standalone, asynchronous and synchronous application, 

depending on the level of clients. In the simplification, the clients get insight 

into the basis of the observed phenomenon, in the most progressive case; the 

client may use the parameters of physics laws to fit the measurements. 

 The fourth contribution, aiming at the future, are modules important even 

more when the REMLABNET platform should host a large number of the 

remote laboratories focused on natural sciences and engineering fields. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The presented work is focused on the design and development of the software 

components related to the Measureserver unit. In the frame of work on the 

doctoral thesis a new Measureserver unit called Intelligent Measureserver was 

developed to improve stability, reliability and maintenance of the ISES remote 

laboratories. The implementation also helped the ISES remote laboratories to 

turn into high level to compete with other similar laboratories worldwide. 

The following conclusions concerning the new software components in the 

Intelligent Measureserver unit are formulated: 

1. Fulfillment of the doctoral thesis goals as documented in the individual 

chapters’ summaries of the chapters, 

2. Creation of the data archiving management module, responsible for 

gathering, filtering and saving measured data and metadata to an xml file, 

together with the option to log clients’ activities to a log file, 

3. Creation of the Measureserver first level diagnostics, providing the 

administrators warning and notifying information about the remote 

laboratories functioning with the recovery features, 

4. Creation of the Measureserver second level diagnostics, providing the 

administrators to detect, monitor and maintain the ISES meters, sensors, 

probes or devices connected to the remote laboratory with the regards to 

their failures during the measurement and adjustment process, 

5. Creation of the embedded real-world phenomena simulation, operating 

concurrently with the real remote laboratory with using the solvers to 

generate approximate solution of the corresponding differential equations, 

including continuous results visualized on the client’s web page. 
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